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To begin with, we, at the Maharashtra Economic Development Council, 
compliment the Finance Minister for presenting to the nation the budget 
that offers the strategic direction, the substantive policy contents and 
sincere efforts to put the economy back on the track of high growth and 
fiscal consolidation. While unveiling his fiscal and economic strategy, 
the Finance Minister has aptly laid the stress on “higher growth leading 
to inclusive and sustainable development”. Doubtless, this must be the 
mool mantra for the Indian economy for years to come. 

The bottom-line of any budget is what it means to various stakeholders 
starting from the common man to farmers, traders, professionals, 
small entrepreneurs, and to the business and industry at large. While 
reconciling interests and aspirations of India’s vast and divergent society, 
sectors and regions, the Finance Minister can not ignore the imperatives 
of fiscal discipline. By all means this is a very tough task; and the budget 
has sought to create economic space and find resources to achieve the 
objectives of inclusive development.

We, thus, welcome a major step up in plan expenditure of 29.4% in 
the budget estimates for 2013-14 to Rs.555,322 crores. This, indeed, 
would go a long way to generate investment driven growth in a host 
of economic activities – agriculture and rural sector, energy, industry 
and minerals, transport and communications, science and technology, 
and social services. This apart, there is a definitive inclusive strategy in 
the public spending program be it for women, youth and poor or for 
scheduled class, scheduled tribes, the minorities and backward classes. 
There seems to be something for every single section or sectors of the 
economy. 

Combining such large increase in plan expenditure with calibrated 
reduction in fiscal deficit to GDP ratio from 5.2% in 2012-13 to 4.8% 
in 2013-14, we believe, is the most striking facet of the budget. The 
success of the budgetary strategy in this areas would certainly send right 
signals not only to the international credit rating agencies, but to all 
those concerned with investing in India.  

Further, the focus on growth resurgence with fiscal consolidation 
would greatly facilitate containing inflation, reducing interest 
rates, balancing the external accounts and strengthening the 
external value of Indian rupee. More importantly, this would 
crowd in private investment. But all this to happen, we believe 
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the Finance Minister (nay, the entire UPA II government) would have to walk the talk!

We also hope that in a time-bound manner the Finance Minister would be able to implement a host of 
new measures including those for (a) promoting investment in infrastructure and industry through new and 
innovative instruments; (b) strengthening banking and financial sector (also the novel proposal of India’s 
first Women’s Bank); (c) creation of seven new cities alongside the Delhi Mumbai Industrial Corridor 
and proposed development of two new industrial corridors, namely, Chennai-Bengaluru and Bengaluru-
Mumbai; (d) setting up regulatory authority for road sector; (e) New National Health Mission and National 
Livestock Mission, et al.

What is also of importance is the proposed investment allowance of 15%, albeit for only two years, to 
manufacturing companies, which invest more than Rs.100 crores in plant and machinery. However, the 
increase in surcharge on corporate tax has neutralised substantially the prospective benefit of this tax 
incentive. We are also concerned that this proposed additional tax burden on companies, as well as on 
those with high personal income exceeding Rs.1 crores, which is supposed to be only for temporary period 
of one year, does not become a permanent feature of our tax policy! 

Clearly, the Finance Minister has accomplished a great balancing act, despite so many formidable challenges 
confronting the economy. There are still many areas of concern; and path of restoring high growth remains 
challenging. Besides, so much also remains to be done outside the budget, be it in the area of land acquisition 
legislation, environmental clearances, pricing of natural resources, disinvestment and privatisation of PSUs, 
strategizing the GST implementation; and so on. The budget 2013-14 has made a good beginning. Let us all 
expect that gloom and pessimism will soon be behind us … …

Cdr. Dipak Naik
President, MEDC
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Decide on policy for  
MHADA Colonies

Chandrashekhar Prabhu

Towards  the  end  of  February,  over  
5000  persons  gathered  at  the  big  
maidan  in  Motilal  Nagar,  Goregaon  to  
protest  against  the  inaction  on  behalf  
of  the  state  government  regarding  re-
development  issues  faced  by  residents  
of  Motilal  Nagar.  Motilal  Nagar  is  the  
first  colony  to  be  built  by  MHADA  
in  the  suburbs  of  Mumbai  for  housing  
the  urban  poor.

In  the  initial  post-independence  years,  
it  was  found  necessary  by  the  gov-
ernment  to  construct  houses  for  the  
urban  poor  and  allot  such  houses  to  
those  who,  according  to  the  govern-
ment,  were  eligible  to  participate  in  
such  schemes,  and  also  needed  them  
the  most.  As  this  was  a  low  cost  
scheme,  ground  storeyed  structures  
were  built  comprising  of  one  room  
and  a  kitchen,  a  bathroom  and  a  
toilet,  and  the  whole  structure  was  
covered  with  an  asbestos  roof;  and  
allotted  to  persons  selected  from  the  
eligible  families  which  fulfilled  the  
criteria  laid  down  by  the  then  gov-
ernment.  

The  keys  for  the  first  group  of  houses  
were  handed  over  to  the  occupants  
by  Pandit  Jawaharlal  Nehru,  India’s  
first  prime  minister,  and  the  colony  
was  named  after  his  father,  eminent  
freedom  fighter,  and  former  president  
of  the  Indian  National  Congress,  Pan-
dit  Motilal  Nehru.

As  years  passed,  the  maintenance  of  
the  colony  became  more  and  more  
expensive  and  the  cost  of  rent  collec-

tion  increased  by  the  day.  In  order  
to  overcome  the  losses  and  also  to  
make  the  residents  more  responsive  
to  their  own  needs,  the  MHADA  pro-
posed  some  restructuring.  What  was  
earlier  a  colony  for  rental  accommo-
dation  was  later  converted  into  a  hire  
purchase  scheme,  and  the  residents  
were  given  the  option  of  purchasing  
the  constructed  portion  for  a  given  
price.  Though  the  residents  accepted  
the  hire  purchase  scheme,  and  agreed  
to  pay  the  necessary  price  indicated  
by  the  government,  some  of  the  resi-
dents  did  not  pay  the  agreed  price,  
due  to  the  influence  of  certain  politi-
cians  and  also  due  to  the  general  
apathy  displayed  by  the  urban  poor  
in  general,  and  the  Mumbai  residents  
in  particular.  

Years  passed,  and  the  residents  found  
that  their  families  grew  and  that  the  
space  allotted  to  them,  became  in-
adequate.  The  problems  faced  by  
the  residents  of  Motilal  Nagar  were  
also  faced  by  other  colonies  built  
by  MHADA  in  a  similar  pattern  of  
planning  later,  and  some  residents  in-
creased  the  space  used  by  them  by  
extending  the  living  room  and  also  
the  kitchen.  Others  found  that  their  
families  had  grown  substantially  and  
that  the  extensions  were  not  adequate  
enough  to  take  care  of  their  require-
ments.  Such  residents  further  extend-
ed  their  houses  and  converted  their  
accommodation  into  ground  plus  one  
type  structures.  

While  Motilal  Nagar  and  other  Na-
gars  built  by  MHADA  in  the  first  
few  decades  of  the  post-independence  
era  had  reasons  to  indulge  into  such  
extensions,  some  nagars  which  were  
built  20  years  ago,  also  undertook  
extensions.  Most  extensions  in  the  
relatively  recently  built  colonies  were  
undertaken  immediately  after  allot-
ment  of  houses.  Their  argument  was  
that  the  slums,  which  according  to  
them  and  the  authorities  were  totally  
unauthorised  and  illegal,  were  toler-
ated  by  successive  governments,  and  
if  totally  unauthorised  structures  and  
their  occupants  could  be  eligible  for  
free  houses,  extensions  to  existing  ful-
ly  authorised  structures  should  never  
be  disturbed.  

The  extensions  were  merrily  tolerated,  
and  in  some  cases  even  permitted  and  
authorised.  Some  Non-Governmental  
Organisations  challenged  this  point  of  
view,  and  the  high  court  ruled  that  
the  unauthorised  portions  of  the  hous-
es  built  by  MHADA  be  demolished  
by  the  Municipal  Corporation.  The  
MCGM  on  the  other  hand  held  that  
it  had  no  data  of  such  unauthorised  
constructions,  and  that  the  MHADA  
should  be  asked  to  conduct  a  survey  
to  identify  such  portions  which  were  
originally  built  by  it  and  also  such  
portions  which  were  added  unauthor-
isedly  by  the  occupants  at  different  
points  in  time.  While  MHADA  was  
asked  to  undertake  the  survey,  the  
residents  approached  the  high  court  
and  made  a  statement  that  they  were  
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willing  to  undertake  redevelopment  if  
their  houses  and  in  that  eventuality,  
the  unauthorised  portions  will  have  to  
be  demolished.

  Motilal  Nagar  in  particular  had  a  
stronger  case,  as  at  some  given  point  
in  time,  they  had  applied  to  MHADA  
asking  for  FSI  for  additional  construc-
tions  and  that  MHADA  had  agreed  
to  their  proposal,  and  fixed  certain  
amounts  to  be  paid  by  the  residents  
for  availing  of  such  extra  FSI.  The  as-
sociation  formed  by  the  Motilal  Nagar  
residents  has  cited  examples  where  
such  payments  were  actually  made  to  
MHADA  in  some  cases  while  in  other  
cases  MHADA  has  asked  the  residents  
to  make  the  payments  with  interest  
and  penalties  charged  from  the  date  
on  which  the  offer  to  sell  the  addi-
tional  area  was  made.

  MHADA  on  the  other  hand  is  of  the  
opinion  that  when  an  offer  is  made  
for  the  purchase  of  extra  area,  it  has  
to  be  acted  upon  immediately  and  
that  no  payment  made  for  all  these  
years  gives  them  enough  reasons  to  
go  back  on  the  offer.  Some  MHADA  
officials  have  held  that  such  offer  for  
purchase  of  extra  FSI  over  and  above  
what  was  occupied  by  the  residents  
was  never  made,  and  when  docu-
ments  were  produced,  challenged  the  
authenticity  of  such  documents.

  In  the  court,  MHADA  has  offered  to  
redevelop  the  colonies  comprising  of  
ground  storeyed  structures  built  by  it,  
on  its  own,  and  that  they  will  con-
struct  new  houses  for  the  residents.  
Their  contention  is  that  as  they  will  
demolish  the  existing  structures  and  
build  new  multi  storeyed  buildings,  
the  need  to  survey  the  unauthorised  
portions  will  not  arise.

  The  Government  of  Maharashtra  ap-
pears  to  be  very  confused,  if  one  
were  to  go  by  recent  decisions  (or  
the  lack  of  decision  making  leading  
to  allegation  of  in  action)  pertain-
ing  to  the  redevelopment  of  MHADA  
colonies.

Earlier  MHADA  could  avail  of  20%  
more  FSI  than  that  which  is  normally  
available  for  all  lands.  That  meant  an  
FSI  of  1.2  in  the  suburbs  and  1.66  in  
the  island  city.

When  TDR  was  permitted  to  be  used  
in  the  suburbs,  and  FSI  increased  
from  one  to  two  on  all  lands  in  
the  suburbs,  MHADA  interpreted  this  
to  mean  that  it  can  avail  of  2.4  
FSI  which  was  20%  more  than  that  
which  was  permissible  for  all  lands  
in  the  suburbs.

D.C.  regulation  33(5)  was  changed  to  
make  MHADA  eligible  for  2.5  FSI  in  
the  city  as  well  as  the  suburbs.  Such  
FSI  was  to  be  used  for  redevelopment  
through  2  options  

1.FSI  for  area  occupied  by  existing  
occupants  to  be  given  free,  and  the  
remaining  FSI  to  be  purchased  from  
MHADA  by  payment  of  premium,  
which  would  be  a  percentage  of  the  
ready  reckoner  rate,  depending  on  
whether  the  colony  is  lower  income  
or  middle  income.  (LIG  or  MIG)

2.  The  existing  occupants  were  en-
titled  to  an  area  decided  by  MHADA  
depending  upon  the  income  group.  
MHADA  shall  give  additional  FSI  as  
incentive  for  constructing  the  eligible  
area.  From  the  total  FSI  available,  
the  rehab  and  incentive  FSI  will  be  
deducted.  From  the  remaining  FSI,  
MHADA  will  get  2/3  in  a  constructed  
form  and  the  remaining  1/3  will  go  
to  the  residents.

3.  The  D.C.  regulation  was  silent  on  
the  eligibility  of  the  residents  of  the  
colonies  built  for  the  Higher  Income  
Group.

The  HIG  colonies  have  since  de-
manded  that  they  be  treated  at  par  
with  the  MIG  colonies  if  they  were  
to  go  for  redevelopment.

Despite  giving  these  options,  MHADA  
resolved  that  only  the  2nd  option  will  
be  followed  and  the  1st  option  has  
been  given  up.  The  logical  way  to  
enforce  such  a  decision  would  have  

been  to  amend  the  D.C.  regulation  
and  make  provisions  for  only  one  op-
tion.  This  was  not  done.

Now  MHADA  wants  to  redevelop  
its  colonies  on  its  own.  17  colonies  
with  ground  storeyed  structures  have  
been  shortlisted,  and  a  few  of  them,  
where  the  court  has  ordered  demoli-
tion,  have  been  identified  for  immedi-
ate  action.  

The  change  in  D.C.  regulations  is  
long  awaited,  but  still  no  action  has  
been  taken.

It  is  in  this  background  that  the  Mo-
tilal  Nagar  agitation  has  to  be  seen.  
Sarvodaya  Nagar,  Jogeshwari,  Anand  
Nagar,  Santacruz  have  already  joined  
issue  with  MHADA.  Soon  we  shall  
see  17000  families  residing  in  ground  
storeyed  structures  feeling  agitated  
about  the  lack  of  clarity  and  deci-
sionmaking.

The  government  should  do  well  to  
end  this  impasse  by  holding  talks  
with  all  affected  persons  and  com-
ing  out  with  a  solution  which  should  
never  be  seen  as  a  sell-out  to  the  
builder  lobby.  The  developers  are  
keenly  awaiting  the  governments  ini-
tiative,  as  they  see  in  it  the  potential  
to  make  windfall  profits.

The  Chief  Minister  has  appointed  a  
committee  of  secretaries  under  the  
chairmanship  of  the  Principal  Secre-
tary  of  Urban  development  depart-
ment,  and  the  report  is  awaited.  The  
government’s  belief  that  the  secretar-
ies  will  come  out  with  appropriate  
solutions  has  been  strongly  challenged  
by  the  residents.  It  is  only  when  ex-
perts  advice  will  be  taken  by  both  
parties,  that  we  can  see  a  solution  to  
the  problems. 

__________________________________

The Author is Consulting Editor, MEDC 
Economic Digest

chandrashekharp@hotmail.com
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Global Trade and  
Investment Trends

Dr. Prakash Hebalkar

This month saw a ray of hope in the 
European gloomy skies when President 
Obama proposed a US-Europe FTA, a 
landmark deal ending Swiss banking se-
crecy insofar as it concerned US citizens 
and a notable increase in mergers and 
acquisitions capitalising on the growing 
US economy which may be an area of 
interest for Indian companies as well.

First, consider the gloomy outlook for 
Europe:

A top European official warned on Friday 
(February 22, 2013) that the euro area 
economy would shrink for the second 
consecutive year and that countries like 
France and Spain would miss fiscal tar-
gets meant to ensure the stability of the 
common currency. Olli Rehn, the Euro-
pean commissioner for economic and 
monetary affairs, forecast growth across 
the 27-nation European Union of just 
0.1 percent this year and a contraction 
of 0.3 percent among the 17 countries in 
the euro zone.

Separately, the European Central Bank 
announced that the region’s banks 
planned to repay less than half the ex-
pected amount of low-interest loans they 
took out a year ago. And Moody’s Inves-
tors Service downgraded Britain’s gov-
ernment bonds from its top AAA rating.

The economic doldrums could set the 
stage for ripple effects for the United 
States, particularly in the financial mar-
kets. “The straight growth channel in Eu-
rope is weighing on the U.S. right now, 

but the more important channel through 
which the euro area hits the U.S. is in 
financial markets, and problems that 
could affect consumer and business 
sentiment,” said Joseph Lupton, senior 
global economist at JPMorgan Chase. 
“Where it becomes a big deal is if there’s 
some other stress point, if something else 
flares up in the financial markets.”

Mr Rehn’s presentation signalled “an-
other year of falling output and rising 
unemployment in store in 2013,” said 
Tom Rogers, a senior economic adviser 
at Ernst & Young. Source: NYTimes

The Obama proposal envisages a way 
to revive Europe, accelerate economic 
growth in the USA and tackle China; the 
strategy to overcome agricultural subsi-
dies and other obstacles has serious les-
sons for India in its negotiations with the 
EU on a similar FTA:

President Obama’s call for a free-trade 
agreement between the United States 
and the European Union has unleashed 
a wave of optimism on both sides that 
a breakthrough can be achieved that 
would lift trans-Atlantic fortunes, not just 
economically but politically. 

Experts cited tough economic times on 
both sides of the Atlantic and a perceived 
need among European leaders for a cause 
to unify their frayed union as major rea-
sons that an agreement might be reached 
now, where past efforts have failed. But an 
even greater consideration, they said, was 
the growing economic might of China. 

“There will be an agreement in the end,” 
said Claudia Schmucker, head of the glo-
balization and world economy program 
at the German Council on Foreign Rela-
tions. “This will be the first time in 20 
years where something can happen.” 

Proponents hope that a comprehensive 
trade agreement will not only raise eco-
nomic growth, but also lower prices for 
European and American consumers and 
give new impetus to a relationship that 
has lacked forward momentum almost 
since the end of the cold war. Talks 
could begin in late May or early June. 

Negotiations are not expected to be easy, 
with entrenched interests, especially in 
protected sectors of the agriculture in-
dustry, fighting to maintain their subsi-
dies and preferences. European consum-
ers have rejected the kinds of genetically 
modified crops that are commonplace in 
the United States but are known across 
the Atlantic as Frankenfoods. 

Trade experts agreed that several new 
factors had converged to make an agree-
ment more likely. The economic stag-
nation on both sides of the Atlantic has 
heightened the awareness that a prod to 
growth is needed. In a Democratic ad-
ministration, free-trade agreements are 
much easier to reach with higher-wage, 
unionized countries like those in Europe 
and the cross-pollination between Amer-
ican and European companies, as in the 
auto sector, also is expected to blunt op-
position from labor groups. 

Global Economic Monitor
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But China may present the single most 
compelling factor. There is an increasing 
awareness that to deal with the challenge 
of China’s rapidly growing economy, Eu-
rope and the United States will have to 
learn to cooperate better. 

“In every trade negotiation that I know 
of between Europe and the U.S., China 
is on their minds in terms of how can 
we use trade negotiations to better com-
pete,” said Jeffrey J. Schott, a senior 
fellow working on international trade 
policy at the Peterson Institute for Inter-
national Economics in Washington. 

While trade deals often take years to ne-
gotiate, a senior Obama administration 
official said that a pact is possible in as 
little as 18 months — before the terms 
of the current European commissioners’ 
end. Even so, trade experts with experi-
ence from previous rounds say they are 
acutely aware of how often negotiations 
begin with optimism and grand plans 
and end with intractable fights between 
vested interests. Karel De Gucht, the 
European Union’s trade commissioner, 
said completing a trade pact could take 
two years. Source NYTimes

In another development of the increas-
ing success developed nations are hav-
ing in tackling revenue leakages through 
the use of tax havens by its citizens, the 
USA and Switzerland signed a tax relat-
ed deal requiring disclosure of Swiss ac-
counts by ALL US citizens, not just based 
on specific complaints with all details of 
the account number and holder’s name” 
as required under the Indo-Swiss treaty. 
It proves that a financially strong nation 
can use its “soft power” of the market to 
extract deals that may not require us of 
military force!

The Swiss government said on Thursday 
it had signed a controversial deal with 
the United States requiring all Swiss 
banks to report the holdings of their US 
clients to US tax authorities.

The agreement, which was initialled in 
Washington late last year, aims to sim-
plify Switzerland’s implementation of 

the US Foreign Account Tax Compli-
ance Act (FATCA), a source of dispute 
between the two countries since it was 
announced in March 2010.

The deal was signed in Bern by State 
Secretary Michael Ambuehl, in charge 
of financial and taxation issues, and 
US ambassador Donald Beyer, but still 
needs to pass through the Swiss parlia-
ment and could be subject to a popular 
referendum, the government said in a 
statement.

It stressed though the importance of the 
deal going into effect when the United 
States begins phasing in FATCA on Janu-
ary 1, 2014 to avoid penalising Swiss 
banks on the US market.

And it said it planned to fast-track the 
agreement through the usually slow par-
liamentary process.

Swiss Finance Minister Evaline Widmer-
Schlumpf told Swiss media on Wednes-
day that the country had no other 
choice but to sign the deal, pointing out 
that not doing so would be detrimental 
to Swiss financial institutions active on 
US capital markets.

The government stressed that regard-
less of whether it signed the deal or not, 
Swiss institutions would not be able to 
circumvent the US rules, but that with 
the agreement in place the implementa-
tion would be simplified.

Switzerland is one of seven countries 
which have so far agreed to comply with 
FATCA, which aims to ensure that all US 
citizens can be taxed by the Internal Rev-
enue Service on their income and assets 
worldwide. Source: Straits Times

Another optimistic trend relating to the 
US economy was in the acceleration of 
acquisition activity based on the solid 
strength of the US recovery, especially 
in contrast to uneven or absent recovery 
in many parts of the world.

Everywhere Paula Dwyer looks, she sees 
businesses getting hitched. Warren Buf-
fett’s purchase of H.J. Heinz Co., Ameri-

can Airlines and US Airways Group Inc., 
Dell Inc. entering a multi-party buyout, 
Penguin and Random House — all of 
these deals are ending the “long drought” 
for mergers and acquisitions bankers 
and lawyers. “Companies are sitting on 
mountains of cash. With the U.S. econ-
omy recovering and Europe’s debt crisis 
easing, executives are more confident 
that a multi-billion-dollar wager will pay 
off,” Dwyer writes. “Interest rates are at 
rock bottom almost everywhere, so cash 
sitting on a corporate balance sheet earns 
very little interest. At the same time, the 
cost of borrowing to finance a takeover is 
very low. Source: Bloomberg View.

The only difference may be that a num-
ber of US companies are cash rich but 
not that many Indian companies, espe-
cially those with government-st(r)uck 
projects tying up funds!

Finally, a technological development 
with portends for the future, especially 
when one contemplates medical tourism 
from developed economies (and devel-
oping ones) to India. It relates to the de-
velopment of smart diagnostics software 
using large amounts of clinical data:

the annual meeting of the Healthcare 
Information and Management Systems 
Society, entrepreneurs from Silicon Val-
ley, young researchers from prestigious 
health systems and universities, and 
salespeople of every possible variety—
spoke at the conference in Las Vegas, 
proselytizing to the tens of thousands of 
physicians and administrators in atten-
dance. They say a range of innovations, 
from new software to new devices, will 
transform the way all of us interact with 
the health-care system—making it easier 
for us to stay healthy and, when we do 
get sick, making it easier for medical pro-
fessionals to treat us. They also imagine 
the transformation reverberating through 
the rest of the economy, in ways that 
may be even more revolutionary. 

Health care already represents one-sixth 
of America’s gross domestic product. 
And that share is growing, placing an 

Global Economic Monitor
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ever-larger strain on paychecks, corpo-
rate profits, and government resources. 
Figuring out how to manage this cost 
growth—how to meet the aging popula-
tion’s medical needs without bankrupt-
ing the country—has become the central 
economic-policy challenge of our time. 
These technology enthusiasts think they 
can succeed where generations of politi-
cians, business leaders, and medical pro-
fessionals have failed.

Specifically, they imagine the application 
of data as a “disruptive” force, upend-
ing health care in the same way it has 
upended almost every other part of the 
economy—changing not just how medi-
cine is practiced but who is practicing 
it. In Silicon Valley and other centres of 
innovation, investors and engineers talk 
casually about machines’ taking the place 
of doctors, serving as diagnosticians and 
even surgeons—doing the same work, 
with better results, for a lot less money. 
The idea, they say, is no more fanciful 
than the notion of self-driving cars, ex-
perimental versions of which are already 
cruising California streets. “A world most-

ly without doctors (at least average ones) 
is not only reasonable, but also more 
likely than not,” wrote Vinod Khosla, a 
venture capitalist and co-founder of Sun 
Microsystems, in a 2012 TechCrunch ar-
ticle titled “Do We Need Doctors or Al-
gorithms?” He even put a number on his 
prediction: someday, he said, computers 
and robots would replace four out of five 
physicians in the United States

But even if data technology does nothing 
more than arm health-care professionals 
with tablet computers that help them 
make decisions, the effect could still be 
profound. Harvey Fineberg, the former 
dean of the Harvard School of Public 
Health and now the president of the In-
stitute of Medicine, wrote of IT’s rising 
promise last year in The New England 
Journal of Medicine, describing a health-
care system that might be transformed 
by artificial intelligence, robotics, bioin-
formatics, and other advances. Tools like 
Watson could enhance the abilities of 
professionals at every level, from highly 
specialized surgeons to medical assis-
tants. As a result, physicians wouldn’t 

need to do as much, and each class of 
professionals beneath them could take 
on greater responsibility—creating a fi-
nancially sustainable way to meet the 
aging population’s growing need for 
more health care.

As an incidental benefit, job opportuni-
ties for people with no graduate degree, 
and in some cases no four-year-college 
degree, would grow substantially. For 
the past few decades, as IT has disrupted 
other industries, from manufacturing to 
banking, millions of well-paying middle-
class jobs—those easily routinized—
have vanished. In health care, this dis-
ruption could have the opposite effect. 
It wouldn’t be merely a win-win, but a 
win-win-win. It all sounds far too good 
to be true—except that a growing num-
ber of engineers, investors, and physi-
cians insist that it isn’t.  

__________________________________

The author is President, ProfiTech –  
Globalisation and Infrastructure Strategy 
Consultants
profitechconsultants@gmail.com
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The Budget 2013-14: 
Finance Minister has  

promises to keep! 

Mr. Sunil S Bhandare

“Growth is a necessary condition 
and we must unhesitatingly em-
brace growth as the highest goal. 
It is growth that will lead to inclu-
sive development, without growth 
there will be neither development 
nor inclusiveness”. Having so said 
in his Budget speech, the FM simul-
taneously (and perhaps justifiably) 
cautions and elaborates a compel-
ling moral cause of equity, inclu-
sive development and imperatives 
of improving human development 
indicators. Growth and equity are 
necessarily not incompatible goals, 
but politics of equity makes it so!

On all accounts, it must have been one 
of the toughest budget-making exercises 
in the post-reforms period. The Finance 
Minister (FM) surely has been over-
whelmed by the formidable convergence 
of multiple economic challenges – reviv-
ing growth, containing fiscal drift, com-
bating high inflation, reducing current 
account deficit, rejuvenating investment 
outlook, removing stumbling blocks in 
infrastructure development, generating 
avenues of employment for growing la-
bour force, targeting poverty reduction, 
mitigating deficits in social sector per-
formance, strengthening financial sector, 
recharging the Twelfth Plan implementa-
tion, and many more. To cap it all, a tag-
ging of negative economic outlook for the 
country by the international credit rating 
agencies, and a threat of downgrading. 
The list has, indeed, been endless. 

Needless to say, many of these chal-
lenges are of present government’s own 
making, especially when two or three 
crucial years were virtually lost by policy 
paralysis; and also in the wake of persis-
tent uncertain global economic environ-
ment. How has the FM sought to “navi-
gate” the economy through such a crisis 
like situation? How has he managed to 
create “economic space” in an otherwise 
constricted fiscal framework? What is it 
that will enable him to accomplish the 
“mool mantra” of higher growth leading 
to inclusive and sustainable develop-
ment? All such issues need to be reflect-
ed upon to unravel the true significance 
of the FM’s budgetary strategy. 

IntrIcacIes oF BudGetary 
arItHMetIc  

But before doing so, it may be meaning-
ful if we could briefly dwell on how the 
FM could deftly manage the crucial bud-
getary numbers, be it relating to a very 
sharp step up in plan expenditure, re-
strained growth of non-plan spending or 
garnering huge increases in both tax and 
non-tax revenues. This issue has been in-
tensely debated after the presentation of 
the budget; and rightly so. The budget’s 
credibility – and more importantly, the 
stability of fiscal performance is inex-
tricably linked not just with bottom-line 
numbers of fiscal and revenue deficit ra-
tios, but with inherent quality and inter-
nal dynamics of fiscal adjustments, ex-
penditure patterns and their outcomes. 
[Please see the table below]

It will be evident from these budgetary 
numbers that given his commitment to 
compress fiscal deficit/GDP ratio closer 
to 5.1%, as made by his predecessor in 
the budget estimates of 2012-13, the FM 
has fiercely sliced plan spending by as 
much as Rs.91,838 crores or by 17.6%.  
such cutback of “development-ori-
ented” spending in a single year is un-
precedented in the Indian fiscal history. 
Therefore, all glory to him for keeping 
fiscal deficit/GDP ratio bound at 5.2% in 
the revised estimate of 2012-13! But, we 
believe that it has been achieved at the 
cost of sacrificing capital formation and 
future growth potential of the econo-
my. At the same time, his helplessness in 
combating a large slippage in non-plan 
expenditure is noticeable – an increase 
of Rs.31,738 crores over the budget es-
timates. Is this an act of fiscal prudence? 
Were there any other options before 
him? Such issues have remained unan-
swered, but cannot be brushed aside.  

Turning to the budgetary scenario for 
2013-14, the most commonly discussed 
issue is how the FM could manage fur-
ther substantial reductions in his revenue 
and fiscal deficit to GDP ratios, and at the 
same time, provide for acceleration of 
growth in plan expenditure of as much 
as 29.4% over the revised estimate for 
2012-13. In absolute terms, the increase 
in plan spending is Rs.126,135 crores in 
2013-14 in contrast to an increase of just 
about Rs.16,812 crores in the revised es-
timates of 2012-13 over actuals of 2011-
12. Is the FM seeking to redeem his sins 
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of cutting back plan spending in relation 
to budget estimates of 2012-13? Or is it a 
make-believe effort to build “feel good” 
ambience of investment acceleration 
through public sector plan expenditure?  

More importantly, a point can legiti-
mately be raised relating to absorbing 
capacity of Ministries and departments. 
Are they genuinely geared to handle 
such swift increases in plan allocations 
for 2013-14? The following quote from 
the FM’s budget speech is very telling: “I 
dare say I have provided sufficient funds 
to each Ministry or Department con-
sistent with their capacity to spend the 
funds. Now, it is over to the Ministries 
and Department to deliver the outcomes 
through good governance, prudent cash 
management, close monitoring and 
timely implementation”. His clear mes-
sage to the concerned Ministries/Depart-
ments for strategising plan allocations 
prudently is surely music to the ears. The 
ball is now tossed in their court; and we 
are made to believe that all those tenets 
of good fiscal management will strictly 
be adhered to! 

But the counter question is whether the 
FM himself will have adequate fiscal 
comfort to allocate necessary financial 
resources as the year progresses. From 
the above table, it is found that the bud-
get estimates growth in revenue receipts 

of as much as 21.2% in 2013-14 as com-
pared to 16% increase in 2012-13 in the 
revised estimates. Where will such re-
ceipts growth come from? The FM seems 
to have enormous faith in the buoyancy 
of tax revenues, which are expected to 
swell by 19.1% in 2013-14 on top of an 
increase of 17.8% in 2012-13. This is 
apparently predicated on substantial im-
provement in corporate profitability, fa-
cilitating the increased corporate tax mo-
bilisation – a projected growth of 16.9% 
in 2013-14 as compared to 11.2% in 
2012-13 and a sustained surge in ser-
vices tax receipts of 35.8% as compared 
to 36.1% in 2012-13. In the hot pursuit 
of revenue targets, it is quiet likely that 
tax administration would become ruth-
less; and this could be really unnerving, 
especially for the honest tax-payers.

Also, the FM expects a huge jump of 
32.8% in non-tax revenues in 2013-14 
compared to an increase of just about 
6.6% in 2012-13. There are going to be 
pressures on profitable PSUs and depart-
mental undertakings (including the Re-
serve Bank) to part with their surpluses 
to treasury. If such surpluses were to 
remain idle and not to be deployed by 
the concerned PSUs for their own ex-
pansion and developmental projects or 
for the purpose of contingencies (for ex-
ample, the RBI requires provisioning for 

depreciation in the value of securities, 
exchange rate volatility, etc), there can 
be justifiable claim of the government 
on the same during these extraordinary 
times. But that may not really be the case. 
Like-wise, the FM seems to be promis-
ing aggressive mobilisation of resources 
through Psus’ disinvestments, and auc-
tioning of natural resources like telecom 
spectrum, coal blocks, shale gas, etc. 
Such efforts are expected to raise “other 
non-tax revenues” by as much as 45% in 
2013-14 as against 14.9% in 2012-13. 

We believe that all these are extremely 
ambitious targets, and therefore, man-
agement of revenue and fiscal deficits 
rests on doubtful foundations. The ad-
verse variances (and these are most like-
ly) in such critical parameters of resource 
generation in 2013-14, would certainly 
dislocate the intended plan expenditure 
(public sector) driven growth momen-
tum of the economy.     

strateGIc FraMework and 
GrowtH drIvers

Having so said, let us turn to underly-
ing growth drivers in the budget’s stra-
tegic framework. Being virtually the 
last chance for the UPA II government 
before the next general election (expect-
ed in early 2014), there were two very 
distinctly divergent perceptions on the 
eve of the budget: First, the FM would 
have inevitable temptation to indulge 
in “populist” stance, thereby aggres-
sively pursuing massive social-welfare 
spending programs (farm loan waivers 
included!). Second, that he would seize 
the opportunity to present a “responsi-
ble” budget unleashing a flurry of further 
reforms. While FM has been acclaimed 
for not falling into a trap of populist ex-
travaganza, the budget is found want-
ing in redefining and directing India’s 
quest for next round of reforms – re-
charging pending policy changes, their 
implementation and the system of gov-
ernance! In this area, the fault-line may 
not be of the FM alone, but of the UPA 
II government.   

arithmetic of central Budget 2013-14

(Rs. Crores) 2011-12 (A) 2012-13 (BE) 2012-13 (RE) 2013-14 (BE)

1. Revenue Receipts 751,437 935,685 871,828 1056,331

2. Capital Receipts 552,928 555,241 558,998 608,967

(A) Total Receipts/Expenditure  
[1 + 2 = 3+4]

1304,365 1490,925 1430,825 1665,297

3. Revenue Expenditure 1145,785 1286,109 1263,072 1436,169

4. Capital Expenditure 158,580 204,816 167,753 229,129

5. Plan expenditure 412,375 521,025 429,187 555,322

6. Non-Pan Expenditure 891,990 969,900 1001,638 1109,975

7. Revenue Deficit [3 – 1] 394,348 350,424 391,245 379,838

(4.4) (3.4) (3.9) (3.3)

8. Fiscal Deficit* 515,990 513,590 520,925 542,499

(5.7) (5.1) (5.2) (4.8)

Note: (A) refers to actuals; (BE) refers to budget estimates; (RE) refers to revised estimates  * Refers to refers 
to total borrowing requirements of the government from all sources
Figures in brackets refer to deficit ratio to GDP at current market prices. 
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Doubtless, there is a strong proclama-
tion of getting back to India’s potential of 
8% annual economic growth. So also, in 
terms of proposals and promises, there 
is a lot in the budget – one can easily 
identify over two dozen new schemes, 
projects and missions.

We believe that there are invariably 
three tracks for ensuring economic re-
surgence: consumption; investment; and 
exports driven growth drivers. There is 
nothing directly significant in the bud-
get, except a few measures by way reduc-
tion in customs duties to support exports 
of leather and leather goods and certain 
precious and semi-precious stones. Also, 
there is a withdrawal of export duty on 
de-oiled bran oil cake to make its ex-
ports competitive. But these per se can-
not restore India’s high exports growth 
performance of about 20% per annum 
achieved in the previous decade. Indi-
rectly, however, the stimulus to exports 
would take place if all that is proposed 
to support investment in manufacturing 
(including for MSME sector) and infra-
structure sector does materialise. But, 
he has left major policy initiatives to be 
taken by the Commerce Ministry in the 
forthcoming Foreign Trade Policy.   

Let us, therefore, take a brief overview 
of the likely strength and sustainability 
of the two remaining growth drivers. a 
predominant part of the consumption 
demand would be governed by the con-
sumer confidence in respect of inflation 
scenario (is it going to soften substan-
tially?); prospects of increased employ-
ment; recovery of economic growth; 
steady improvement in stock markets 
with relatively low volatility, leading to 
better “real wealth” effect on consump-
tion proclivity; and more importantly, 
actual public spending (not just budget-
ary intentions) on social sector schemes, 
rural development, etc. Thus, there is 
still a large degree of uncertainty and 
work in progress in this area.    

Lastly, the investment demand is unlike-
ly to gain buoyancy only because of pro-
posed 15% investment allowance for the 

next two years. Indeed, some part of this 
benefit is neutralized by the immediate 
(applicable from 2013-14) increase in 
the incidence of surcharge on corporate 
taxes. Admittedly, there are a large num-
ber of supply side initiatives, which may 
facilitate increased flow of investible 
funds through strengthening of bank-
ing, financial sector and capital market;  
simplification and strengthening of their 
regulatory framework; enlargement of 
investment avenues for pension funds 
and provident funds; promises of passing 
of pending legislations – the Insurance 
Laws (Amendment) Bill and PFRDA Bill, 
etc. Beside, there are a whole set of pro-
posals relating to Industrial Corridors, 
and increased investment in a variety of 
sectors like ports, road development, na-
tional waterways, oil and gas, coal, etc. 
But once again, all these are promises 
to fulfil; and one hopes that their expe-
ditious and effective implementation 
would take place.   

Further, so much of infrastructure invest-
ment will be largely driven by the pub-
lic sector spending. Most of the private 
sector investment proposals (even in the 
PPP format) are stuck for want of vari-
ous clearances – land acquisition, envi-
ronmental, forest related, etc – as well as 
due to concerns about the economic/fi-
nancial viability of their earlier business 
models. And there lies yet another major 
fault-line in the prospect of investment 
driven growth revival. The budget no 
doubt has done well to propel flow of 
finances – the financial and capital mar-
ket reforms – and also create “economic 
space” through promise of stricter adher-
ence to fiscal consolidation.  

Finally, the major concerns in the stra-
tegic framework of the budget relate to 
the implicit assumptions of budgetary 
arithmetic. The FM has done well to 
keep the promise of adhering to 5.2% 
fiscal deficit to GDP ratio in 2012-13. 
But as explained earlier, this has come at 
a great cost of compressing plan expen-
diture and also defence capital spend-
ing. In effect, it has meant withdrawal of 
fiscal stimulus and causing deceleration 

of GDP growth. the sanctity of budget 
numbers for 2013-14 on fiscal deficit as 
well on revenue and expenditure side 
would only be validated in the latter 
half of the year. Till then one only hopes 
that business and industry and other 
stakeholders could only be inspired by 
the philosophy of FM’s budgetary strat-
egy – namely, that if he succeeds in fix-
ing fiscal deficit first, then everything 
else would follow. The other dominant 
macro level issues of “crowding out” 
of private sector investment, balance of 
payments imbalances, high interest rates 
and falling savings/investment rates, im-
provement in investment outlook would 
automatically be sorted out.  

concLudInG  
oBservatIons

In summing up, the FM may deserved 
to be acclaimed for presenting what is 
widely (and apologetically!) perceived as 
a “balanced budget” - the best in a given 
circumstances, but he has many prom-
ises to keep. On the fiscal management 
side, he has to work strenuously not to 
permit any drift. On plan expenditure 
side, he has to make promised availabil-
ity of funds to the concerned Ministries/
Departments, lest they will have excuses 
for not performing their tasks. For pro-
moting private investments, he has to 
complete all the off-budget initiatives of 
steering long-pending legislative chang-
es. For getting the GST off the ground 
within a promised time-line, he has to 
assiduously build up coordination with 
all the State governments. And there are 
many others. The social sector initiatives 
would certainly recharge the political 
constituency of the UPA II government! 
But the challenges are formidable to in-
spire confidence of all the stakeholders 
on realisation of India’s true potential 
of sustainable and inclusive high eco-
nomic growth ……..  

__________________________________

The Author is Chief Economist, MEDC
sunil.bhandare@gmail.com
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“Budget 2013: Many  
Initiatives; But Growth  

Revival not Guaranteed”

Mr. Mangesh Soman

Union Budget 2013 was presented 
against the backdrop of a sharp decel-
eration in industrial growth and height-
ening of macroeconomic risks because 
of the twin deficits – fiscal deficit and 
current account deficit. As tax slabs and 
rates have become fairly stable and pre-
dictable over the years, the significance 
of Budget as a singular event in influ-
encing Indian industry has, in general, 
been on wane in the recent years. Nev-
ertheless, one can look at the impact 
of the Budget in terms of three broad 
parameters – 

(a) Whether it leads to a moderation 
of the macroeconomic risks for the  
industry,

(b) Whether it contributes to improving 
the growth potential of the econ-
omy from a medium-to-long-term  
perspective, and

(c) Whether it provides a boost to growth 
in the short-term.

Let us look at each of these aspects.

Macro picture

Indian economy has been facing the 
twin-deficit problem of deterioration 
in fiscal deficit and surge in current ac-
count deficit to a level that is deemed 
to be unsustainable. In fact, the Finance 
Minister (FM) identified the latter as the 
most pressing concern for the economy. 

The budget has a few proposals that ad-
dress these areas. First and foremost, 
the FM seems to have made the fiscal 
correction objective as the overriding 
principle. In FY13, fiscal deficit has 
been contained at 5.2% of GDP with 
the ‘bitter medicine’ of sharp cutbacks 
in plan expenditure. The budget has set 
the bar even higher for FY14; and has 
set a medium-term direction of elimi-
nating the effective revenue deficit by 
FY17. Petroleum subsidies are targeted 
to be cut down; and the recent correc-
tions in fuel prices suggest that the gov-
ernment may be seriously targeting that 
reduction. 

While these are, directionally, signals 
that India is on a fiscal correction mode, 
there are many contingent assump-
tions built into the fiscal projections for 

FY14. The assumed proceeds from dis-
investment and from telecom auctions 
will be dependent on several factors. 
Growth assumed in tax collections also 
has a downside risk in case the growth 
engine fails to fire. On the expenditure 
side, there are some doubts whether the 
allocation for food subsidy will be suf-
ficient after the enactment of the Food 
Security Bill. Given these uncertainties 
in the fiscal arithmetic, markets will be 
watchful on the fiscal deficit number; 
and may not accept the FM’s projec-
tions at face value. For the same reason, 
any deep cuts in interest rates shall also 
be difficult to come by.

On current account deficit, there were 
perhaps only limited steps that the 
Budget could have taken. Government 
has already increased import duty on 
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gold, prior to the budget. The budget 
has some steps to boost savings by 
the household sector – including the 
announcement on inflation-indexed 
bonds and some measures to deepen 
the penetration of equity and insurance 
products. Higher savings rate should, 
in itself, help control the current ac-
count deficit. However, the budget 
measures may not have any dramatic 
impact on the savings rate. Inflation-
indexed bonds have, in the past, not 
been a great success. These products 
will have to be designed attractively 
to wean investors away from gold, and 
one would like to wait and watch on 
this front. This month’s Foreign Trade 
Policy may also have some measures to 
boost exports. 

On the whole, while the Budget has 
tried its bit on addressing the issues of 
fiscal deficit and current account defi-
cit, it does not dramatically alter the 
macro risks that India faces at the mo-
ment. With the global economic uncer-
tainties and the frequent ‘risk-off’ epi-
sodes in the global financial markets, 
these risks continue to be pregnant with  
possibilities. 

Growth potential –  
Structural conSider-
ationS

The FM stated very emphatically that In-
dia’s potential growth continues to be at 
8%, notwithstanding what some of the 
more pessimistic commentaries are sug-
gesting. By any yardstick, FY13 has been 
one of the weakest years in terms of eco-
nomic growth for India. Downturn in 
the investment cycle, sub-par monsoon, 
weak global environment and fatigue 
of the consumers combined to produce 
a growth rate of just about 5-5.5% in 
FY13.

The expectations from the Budget on 
this front were two-fold: to induce in-
vestments by improving the investment 
climate, and to take further the structural 
reforms that would improve the econo-

my’s growth potential. 

There were few announcements to in-
duce investments. A key measure has 
been the 15% investment allowance 
for capex undertaken for plant and ma-
chinery in excess of Rs 100 crore. This 
would improve the economics of the 
projects that were already on the draw-
ing board. It will swing the decisions for 
some of marginal projects and may spur 
some companies to advance their invest-
ment plans. However, the benefit is not 
large enough to overcome the other con-
straining factors in investment decisions. 
Many of the large investment projects 
have been deterred by the deteriora-
tion of local environment and regulatory 
uncertainties. These factors have to be 
tackled outside the budget to kick-start 
investments in a big way. Another mea-
sure has been to extend the tax benefits 
for power projects; this would be wel-
come by the sector. 

There have been some structural reforms 
already in the process that have the po-
tential to significantly boost the econo-
my’s growth prospects in the medium-to-
long term. Goods and Services Tax (GST) 
has been one such overdue reform. In 
the budget, FM showed his commitment 
to GST by providing for compensation to 
States for the central sales tax. The Direct 
Benefits Transfer Scheme – the other im-
portant governance reform that has the 
potential to improve the efficiency of 
government subsidies – is also being 
rolled out. 

Overall, on the parameter of structural 
considerations with respect to the growth 
potential, the Budget did not have many 
new, big-bang announcements. But it 
also did not hinder what has been al-
ready in the pipeline; and contributed its 
bit to take those initiatives further. 

near-terM Growth  
proSpectS and Sectoral 
iMpact

The traditional way in which the Bud-
get boosts near-term growth prospects 

is through government spending and 
its composition. FY14 estimates peg the 
Plan expenditure 29% higher than in 
FY13. While this seems to be a signifi-
cant increase, it may be noted that the 
Plan expenditure in FY13 was curtailed 
to achieve the deficit numbers. FY14 Plan 
expenditure, when compared against 
the budget estimates for FY13, shows 
only a 6.6% increase – which is almost 
half of the growth rate of nominal GDP. 
Similarly, non-plan expenditure, which 
is budgeted to grow at 8% over the re-
vised estimates of FY13, will be only 
2.4% higher than the budget estimates 
for FY13. Overall government expendi-
ture has been placed at about 14.5% of 
GDP in FY14, which is lower than about 
16% of GDP budgeted in FY13. 

As noted earlier, there is a downside risk 
to the revenue estimates. And, in case if 
the revenue turns out to be lower than 
what has been estimated, there could 
be a tendency to spend less than what 
has been budgeted for – in line with the 
experience of most of the recent years. 
Given these considerations, it may not be 
reasonable to expect a significant boost 
to growth from government spending. 

Like most of the Budgets in recent years, 
this year also we have a set of measures 
for infrastructure sector. Impact of most 
of these measures shall, however, be de-
pendent on the implementation and on 
the factors outside of the budget. For ex-
ample, the budget has announced dou-
bling of the limit for tax-free infrastruc-
ture bonds from Rs 25,000 crore in FY13 
to Rs 50,000 crore next year. For FY13, 
however, last year’s budget speech had 
talked of tax-free infrastructure bonds of 
Rs 60,000 crore. 

As mentioned earlier, with the overall 
stability in indirect tax structure, the 
Budget, these days, does not throw up 
too many winners and losers. This bud-
get also broadly maintained the stability 
in tax rates. There are still, a few sectors 
that will be impacted by the proposals in 
the budget. 
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• Hike in import duty on coal will ad-
versely affect most of the coal-con-
suming industries located near coast, 
mainly the cement companies.

• Additional exemption for interest on 
housing loans upto Rs 25 lakh will 
provide a boost to affordable hous-
ing sector, especially in smaller cit-
ies. This will also benefit construc-
tion-related industries in an indirect 
manner. 

• Exploration policy for oil & gas sec-
tor will move from profit-sharing to 
revenue-sharing. This will reduce 
the conflicts and shift some risk from 
government to the companies. 

• FM has announced that the natural 
gas pricing policy is under review; 
this may lead to higher gas prices in 
near future. 

• Enhanced excise duty on large cars 

and SUVs will impact some of the 
Auto companies negatively. On the 
other hand, the allocation for new 
buses under the national urban re-
newal mission would be a boost to 
the sector. 

• Restoration of incentives for wind 
energy is positive for the renewable 
sector.

• Withdrawal of excise duty on brand-
ed garments will be positive for the 
readymade garments industry. 

In general, this year’s Budget turned out 
to be somewhat of a non-event for many 
– perhaps disappointing the general me-
dia that creates a lot of hype and excite-
ment around the Budget day. Being a 
non-event may not always be a bad idea. 
After all, the budget is supposed to be an 
account of how the government is rais-
ing and spending money. If it manages 

to do so with a stable environment for 
the industry, that should be welcome. 

Unlike the expectations and commen-
taries around the Budget would have 
one believe so, Budget is just one of 
the factors that impacts growth and 
prospects for the industry – increasingly 
with a limited number of tools that the 
FM has truly command over. Within the 
limited space that the FM had and given 
the fiscal constraints that were there, 
the Budget has done its bit in several 
areas. Growth prospects for FY14 will 
depend more on how the government 
now manages to revive the investment 
climate and how the global environ-
ment pans out.  

__________________________________

The Author is a Vice-President - 
Hindalco
mangesh.soman@gmail.com
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Union Budget 2013-14:  
Responsible and Growth  

Oriented

Dr. S. D. Naik

The Finance Minister Mr. P. Chidamba-
ram had promised the nation a respon-
sible Budget and he has done his best to 
deliver on this promise. He has avoided 
populist measures and has concentrated 
on the much-needed fiscal discipline 
and growth-oriented measures, even as 
he unveiled a bigger than expected out-
lay for the coming fiscal year.

He admitted in his Budget speech that 
at present our economic space is con-
strained because of a high fiscal deficit; 
reliance on foreign inflows to finance 
current account deficit; lower savings 
and lower investment; a tight monetary 
policy to contain inflation; and strong 
external headwinds. He, however, add-
ed that there was no room for gloom or 
pessimism and expressed confidence 
that we would get out of the trough and 
get on to the higher growth path. 

As regards tax proposals, the Budget 
does not propose any change in the ex-
isting income slabs. However, in order 
to provide some relief to lower income 
brackets, it proposes to provide a relief 
of Rs.2000 for tax payers in brackets 
of Rs.2-5 lakhs. At the same time, it is 
proposed to levy a surcharge of 10 per 
cent on persons with taxable income of 
Rs.1 crore and above and five per cent 
additional surcharge on corporate profits 
above Rs.10 crore.

Incidentally, the pre-Budget Economic 
Survey presented a day before the Bud-
get had expressed the view that raising 
the marginal tax rates on the super rich 

was not a good idea and that it was bet-
ter to achieve a higher tax-GDP ratio by 
widening the tax base. However, the 
Finance Minister has clarified that these 
surcharges will be only for one year.

FISCAL DISCIPLINE

Thanks to the austerity measures that 
were initiated by the Finance Minister 
over the past three months or so, the 
total expenditure of the Centre in 2012-
13 was brought down to Rs.14,30,825 
crore against the original estimate of 
Rs.14,90,925 crore or 96 per cent of the 
Budget estimate. This helped to contain 
the fiscal deficit for the year at 5.2 per 
cent of GDP and the revenue deficit at 
3.9 per cent. 

The fiscal and revenue deficits during 
2013-14 are proposed to be brought 
down further to 4.8 per cent and 3.3 per 
cent of GDP respectively even as the to-
tal government expenditure for the year 
has been projected to rise by 16 per cent 
to Rs 16,65, 297 crore. Of this total ex-
penditure, the plan expenditure will be 
Rs.5,55,322 crore (29.4 per cent higher 
than the revised estimate for 2012-13). 

All flagship programmes will be fully 
and adequately funded. In respect of 
Plan and Budgetary allocations, the ac-
cent is on inclusive growth. Hence allo-
cations for SC/ST, women and children, 
ministries of education, health and fam-
ily welfare, and agriculture have been 
hiked significantly.

The key to bring down the fiscal deficit is 
to rein in the burgeoning subsidies. The 
Central government’s subsidies which 
have climbed to the unsustainable level 
of 2.6 per cent of the GDP in 2012-13 
are proposed to be brought down to 2 
per cent of GDP in 2013-14 with the 
phasing out of the diesel subsidy and the 
roll out of cash transfers to prune leak-
ages and administrative costs. 

What is more, the Finance Minister has 
expressed a resolve that the fiscal deficit 
will be brought down further to 3 per 
cent and the revenue deficit to 1.5 per 
cent of GDP by 2016-17 so as to rein in 
the prevailing inflationary pressures and 
put the economy firmly on the growth 
path once again. However, the success 
in bringing down the fiscal and revenue 
deficits would depend to a great extent 
on the revival of the growth process of 
the economy and the resultant growth of 
much-needed revenues.   

REVENUE MOBILISATION

The success in achieving the fiscal dis-
cipline as envisaged will ultimately 
depend upon the success in revenue 
mobilisation effort – both tax as well as 
non-tax revenues.  Many experts have 
expressed their skepticism about the 
over-optimistic Budget estimates relating 
to both tax and non-tax revenues. 

The Finance Minister is betting on a 21 
per cent hike in total revenue, includ-
ing 19.1 per cent increase in tax reve-
nues based on the assumption that the 
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economy will grow at around 6.5 per 
cent in real terms even as the sundry tax 
changes announced in the Budget will 
bring in only Rs.18,000 crore additional 
tax revenue. 

The estimates relating to mobilization 
of non-tax revenues also appear over-
optimistic. For instance, the divestment 
target has been fixed at Rs.54,000 crore 
against the actual achievement of about 
Rs.24,000 crore in 2012-13. The re-
ceipts from spectrum auction have been 
assumed at Rs.40,487 crore despite the 
poor response so far. The actual receipts 
from this in 2012-13 had amounted to 
just Rs.19,441 crore against the target of 
Rs.58,217 crore. 

The government’s gross borrowings in 
2013-14 have been pegged at Rs.5.79 
lakh crore. The net borrowings will 
amount to Rs.4,84,000 crore, about 
Rs.17,000 crore higher than the revised 
estimate for 2-12-13. Apparently, the 
proposed borrowings are on the higher 
side to inspire confidence about fiscal 
discipline and price stability.

PROMOTING SAVINGS

Claiming that the “downturn is more 
or less over”, the pre-Budget Economic 
Survey has projected an optimistic 6.1 
to 6.7 per cent GDP growth in the next 
fiscal and has made a strong call for cut-
ting subsidies. Considering the fact that 
the CSO has estimated the GDP growth 
for 2012-13 at only 5 per cent, many 
experts have expressed a view that the 
growth projection by the Survey is quite 
optimistic. Since there has been a big de-
cline in the savings and investment rates, 
providing a boost to these would be of 
vital importance to increase the GDP 
growth as projected.

After touching a high of 36.8 per cent in 
2007-08, gross domestic savings fell by 
6 percentage points in 2011-12. The pri-
vate sector comprising households and 
corporates, remain the main contribu-
tors to savings. Because of persistently 
high inflation, the household sector has 
shifted its preference from financial sav-

ings to gold and other assets. In order to 
incentivise the household sector to in-
vest in financial savings, the Budget has 
proposed the following measures:

Firstly, the Rajiv Gandhi Equity Savings 
Scheme will be liberalised to enable the 
first time investor to invest in mutual 
funds as well as listed shares for three 
successive years. The income limit to in-
vest in this scheme will be raised from 
Rs.10 lakhs to Rs.12 lakhs.

Secondly, a person taking a loan for his 
first home from a bank or a housing fi-
nance corporation up to Rs.25 lakhs dur-
ing the period 1.4.2013 to 31.3.2014 
will be entitled to an additional deduc-
tion of interest up to Rs.1 lakh. This will 
also promote home ownership and pro-
vide a fillip to industries like steel, ce-
ment, bricks etc.

Thirdly, in consultation with the Reserve 
Bank of India, it is proposed to launch 
Inflation Indexed Bonds or Inflation In-
dexed National Security Certificates to 
protect savings from inflation.   

INDUSTRY AND  
INFRASTRUCTURE

The Budget aims at promoting invest-
ment in industry and infrastructure to 
help the manufacturing sector to come 
out of the prolonged recession and help 
in creating more employment opportu-
nities. The Budget has proposed that a 
company investing Rs.100 crore or more 
in plant and machinery during the next 
two years will be entitled to deduct an 
investment allowance of 15 per cent of 
investment in addition to the current rate 
of depreciation. 

In order to attract electronic and IT hard-
ware companies to set up manufactur-
ing units in the country, incentives have 
been announced for semiconductors 
industry with no customs duty on plant 
and machinery. The Budget has also in-
creased outlay for IT manufacturing to 
Rs.100 crore in 2013-14 compared to 
mere Rs.5 crore in the previous year. It 
has also been decided to set up Rs.200 
crore fund to help innovators.

Since the textile industry has been pass-
ing through difficult times for some time 
now, it has been decided to continue 
the Textile Upgradation Fund Scheme 
(TUFS) in the 12th Five Year Plan with an 
investment target of Rs.1,51,000 crore.           

In order to encourage micro, small and 
medium enterprises (MSMEs) to grow 
into bigger enterprises, it has been de-
cided to continue the benefits and prefer-
ences enjoyed by them up to three years 
after they grow out of this category. At 
present, they are not enthusiastic to grow 
for fear of losing the benefits. Also, to 
provide greater support to MSMEs, it is 
proposed to enhance the refinance capa-
bility of SIDBI from the current Rs.5,000 
crore to Rs.10,000 crore.

As the Finance Minister stated in his Bud-
get speech, the key to start the growth 
engine is to attract more investment, 
both from domestic as well as foreign 
investors. Investment in infrastructure 
is of vital importance to accelerate the 
growth rate of the Indian economy since 
it is facing huge infrastructure constraints 
whether it is the rail and road transport, 
ports or the availability of power.

The 12th Five Year Plan has projected 
investment requirement of Rs.55,00,000 
crore during the Plan period in infra-
structure projects with about 47 per cent 
of this coming from the private sector. 
It would be necessary to find innovative 
instruments to mobilise the funds for this 
order of investment. The Budget propos-
es to take following measures to step up 
investment in infrastructure projects. 

The government will encourage Infra-
structure Debt Fund (IDF) and will al-
low some institutions to raise tax-free 
bonds up to the value of Rs.50,000 
crore, which is more than 100 per cent 
increase over 2012-13. This should help 
ease the unprecedented funds crunch 
being faced by many ongoing infrastruc-
ture projects.

The India Infrastructure Finance Corpo-
ration Ltd (IIFCL), in partnership with the 
Asian Development Bank (ADB), will 
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offer credit enhancement to infrastructure compa-
nies that wish to access the bond market to tap long 
term funds. Also it is proposed to take help from the 
World Bank and the Asian Development Bank to 
invest in roads in the North Eastern States and con-
nect them to Myanmar. Since the road construction 
sector has been facing challenges not envisaged 
earlier, including financial stress, it has been decid-
ed to set up a regulatory authority for the sector.      

AGRICULTURE

The allocation to agriculture has been increased by 
22 per cent over RE 2012-13 to Rs.27,049 crore for 
2013-14.  The interest subvention scheme for short 
term crop loans will be continued for farmers who 
repay loans on time; they will be able to get credit 
at an interest of 4 per cent per annum. Rs.9,954 
crore and Rs.2,250 crore will be provided for the 
Rashtriya Krishi Vikas Yojana and the National 
Food Security Mission respectively. The alloca-
tion for the Integrated Watershed Programme will 
be hiked from Rs.3,050 crore in 2012-13 (BE) to 
Rs.5,387 crore to help small and marginal farmers.

Since the original green revolution states have 
been facing the problem of stagnating yields in re-
cent years and overexploitation of water resources, 
there is an imperative need to encourage crop-di-
versification and move away from water-guzzling 
crops. The Budget has allocated Rs..500 crore for 
the purpose. 

It has provided for a Rs.5,000 crore funding pro-
vision through NABARD for construction of food 
storage godowns, which can also be accessed by 
panchayats, where farmers can store their produce. 
This is a first commendable move towards providing 
for institutionally decentralized stocking of produce, 
recognized worldwide as the fundamental require-
ment for ensuring food security in any country. 

On the whole, it appears that the Finance Minister 
has performed a fine balancing act in a very dif-
ficult situation facing the economy. He has resisted 
the temptation to present a Budget that is overtly 
election-driven. Now serious efforts are needed to 
widen the tax base since the tax-GDP ratio has de-
clined from 11.9 per cent in 2007-08 to 9.9 per 
cent in 2011-12 and a large number of super-rich 
are outside the tax net. 

___________________________________________

The Author is an Economist 
dr_sdnaik@yahoo.com
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Union Budget 
2013-14:  

Issues in Taxation

Dr. R. K. Pattnaik Ms. Shalaka Singh

1.Background

The union budget 2013- 14 was formu-
lated against the backdrop of massive 
slowdown of growth, unbridled revenue 
deficit, rising fiscal deficit and high cur-
rent account deficit. Furthermore, the 
budget has to support the 12th Plan vi-
sion of faster, sustainable and more in-
clusive growth in terms of resource allo-
cation and policy priorities. However, in 
the present milieu, the economic space 
is constrained and the budget has made 
an attempt to create economic space and 
find resources to address the emerging 
challenges. In order to keep its com-
mitment towards fiscal consolidation 
the government has undertaken mea-
sures to reduce the revenue deficit by 
0.6 percentage points to 3.3 percent of 
GDP and fiscal deficit by 0.4 per centage 
points to 4.8 per cent.  These reductions  
are essentially revenue driven. Gross tax 
revenues budgeted at 10.9% of GDP as 
compared with 10.4% in FY13 (FY09-
FY13 avg: 10.2%), may be a bit opti-
mistic, although tax buoyancy would be 
lower relative to FY13. Peak rates for in-
direct taxes kept unchanged, and no key 
adjustment made for direct taxes. Govt. 
relying on expansion of the tax base to 
shore up revenues. Non-tax revenues 
budgeted to increase a significant 32.8% 
vis-a-vis 6.6% in FY14, but feasible. One 
time fee for spectrum charges of ~INR 
400 bn. Disinvestment revenues budget-
ed at INR 540 bn compared to INR 240 

bn in FY13. These may still be feasible 
given the disinvestment potential but de-
pendent on evolving market conditions. 
The underlying GDP growth in nominal 
terms is 13.4 per cent.

Against the above back drop,  the re-
mainder of the paper is organised as fol-
lows: Section 2 presents the tax proposal 
in brief relating to  direct and indirect 
taxes. Section 3 sets out the emerging is-
sues. The concluding observations are in 
section4.

2.Tax Proposals

2.1 direct Taxes

The thrust of the budget  in connection 
with direct taxes has been to achieve 
growth while maintaining a regime of 
moderate tax rates. The major proposal 
in respect of direct taxes are set out in 
the following paragraph.

There will be no change in the rate of 
personal income tax and the  rate of tax 
for the domestic and foreign companies 
in respect of income earned in the finan-
cial year2013-14. 

Additionally, surcharge has been pro-
posed under various categories. The 
budget has proposed imposition of sur-
charge of 10 per cent for taxable income 
exceeding 1 crore. The budget also has 
proposed to increase the surcharge from 
2 per cent to 5 per cent for corporation 
tax. The dividend distribution tax  or tax 
on distributed  income has been pro-

posed to increase from 5 per cent to 10 
per cent  Apart from this other direct trax 
proposals are:

l Tax Deduction at Source at the rate 
of 1 per cent on immovable property 
(other than agricultural land) having 
value exceeding ` 50 lakhs.

l	 Final withholding tax on unlisted 
companies at the rate of 20 per cent 
on the income distributed to share-
holders through buy back of shares.

l	 Commodities Transaction Tax is pro-
posed to be levied on sale of com-
modity derivative at the rate of 0.01 
per cent.

l	 Tax on payments by way of royalty 
and fees for technical services to 
non-residents to be raised from 10 
per cent to 25 per cent, however 

l	 It is proposed to provide that where 
the stamp duty value on transfer of 
immovable property held as stock in 
trade is greater than the sale consid-
eration, the stamp duty value will be 
considered as full value of consider-
ation.

l	 General Anti-Avoidance Rule has 
been deferred till 31st March, 2016.

The tax proposals on the direct taxes side 
are estimated to yield Rs. 13, 300 crore   

2.2 Indirect Taxes

. There are several specific proposals in 
the budget  2013-14 to recalibrate the 
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tax effort on indirect taxes so that fiscal 
consolidation may be achieved in the 
short term. The important and revenue 
significant proposals include:

l	 Increase in excise duty on mobile 
phones of retail sale price exceed-
ing ` 2000 from 1 per cent to 6 per 
cent.

l	 Increase in excise duty on SUVs from 

27 per cent to 30 per cent.

l	 Increase in basic customs duty on 
high end motor cars from 75 per cent 
to 100 per cent.

l	 Increase in excise duty on cigarettes.

l	 Increase in basic customs duty on Set 
Top Boxes from 5 per cent to 10 per 
cent.

l	 Imposition of basic customs duty on 
steam coal at 2 per cent and CVD 
at 2 per cent. On bituminous coal, 
basic customs duty is being reduced 
from 5 per cent to 2 per cent and 
CVD from 6 per cent to 2 per cent.

l	 Increase in basic customs duty on 
raw silk from 5 per cent to 15 per 
cent.

l	 Levy of export duty on bauxite and 
unprocessed ilmenite at 10 per cent 
and on upgraded ilmeniteat 5 per 
cent.

l	 Increase in excise duty on marble 
slabs and tiles from ` 30 per square 
metre to ` 60 per square metre.

l	 To allow one time voluntary compli-
ance encouragement scheme by way 
of waiver of interest and penalty, to 
stop filers, non-filers, non registrant 
and service providers who have not 
disclosed true liability in the returns 
filed by them during the period from 
October 2007 to December 2012.

l	 Imposition of service tax on all air-
conditioned restaurants.

The tax proposals on the direct taxes side 
are estimated to yield Rs. 4,700 crore   

3. Emerging Issues

3.1 Tax –gdP ratio and tax buoyancy

During the fiscal consolidation period, 
the tax-GDP ratio improved significantly 
from 9.2 per cent in2003-04 to 11.9 per 
cent in 2007-08. This has been achieved 
through rationalization of the tax struc-
ture (moderate levels and a few rates), 
widening of the tax base, and reduction 
in compliance costs through improve-
ment in tax administration.( Table 1)

The extensive adoption of information 
technology solutions and reengineering 
of business processes has also fostered 
a less intrusive tax system and encour-
aged voluntary compliance. These mea-
sures resulted in increased buoyancy in 
tax revenues till 2007-08 and helped in 
achieving fiscal consolidation through 
revenue measures alone( Table 2)

Table 1: Tax structure and Tax –gdP ratio

(In crore of Ru-
pees)

2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13
(RE)

2013-14
(BE)

direct(a) 295938 319859 367648 438477 489312 564969 667159

Personal Income 
Tax

102644 106046 122475 139069 165276 206095 247639

Corporation Tax 192911 213395 244725 298688 323250 358874 419520

Indirect(b) 279031 269433 244737 344530 392273 469546 565003

Custom 104119 99879 83324 135813 149489 164853 187308

Excise 123611 108613 102991 137701 145205 171996 197554

Service Tax 51301 60941 58422 71016 97579 132697 180141

gross tax revenue 593147 605299 624528 793072 890622 1038037 1235870

direct(a) 49.9% 52.8% 58.9% 55.3% 54.9% 54.4% 54.0%

Personal Income 
Tax

17.3% 17.5% 19.6% 17.5% 18.6% 19.9% 20.0%

Corporation Tax 32.5% 35.3% 39.2% 37.7% 36.3% 34.6% 33.9%

Indirect(b) 47.0% 44.5% 39.2% 43.4% 44.0% 45.2% 45.7%

Custom 17.6% 16.5% 13.3% 17.1% 16.8% 15.9% 15.2%

Excise 20.8% 17.9% 16.5% 17.4% 16.3% 16.6% 16.0%

Service Tax 8.6% 10.1% 9.4% 9.0% 11.0% 12.8% 14.6%

direct(a) 5.9 5.7 5.7 5.6 5.5 5.63 5.87 

Personal Income 
Tax

2.1 1.9 1.9 1.8 1.8 2.06 2.18 

Corporation Tax 3.9 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.6 3.58 3.69 

Indirect(b) 5.6 4.8 3.8 4.4 4.4 4.68 4.97

Custom 2.1 1.8 1.3 1.7 1.7 1.64 1.65 

Excise 2.5 1.9 1.6 1.8 1.6 1.72 1.74 

Service Tax 1 1.1 0.9 0.9 1.1 1.32 1.58 

Table 2: Tax Buoyancy

direct 2011-12 Tax 
Buoyancy

2012-13
(RE)

Tax 
Buoyancy

2013-14
(BE)

Tax 
Buoyancy

489312 0.77 564969 1.32 667159 1.35

Personal Income Tax 165276 1.25 206095 2.10 247639 1.50

Corporation Tax 323250 0.54 358874 0.94 419520 1.26

Indirect 392273 0.92 469546 1.68 565003 1.52

Custom 149489 0.67 164853 0.88 187308 1.02

Excise 145205 0.36 171996 1.57 197554 1.11

Service Tax 97579 2.47 132697 3.07 180141 2.67

gross tax revenue 890622 0.81 1038037 1.41 1235870 1.42

gdP 8,974,947  10,028,118  11,371,886  
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In the above context, it is pertinent to 
note that the revenue deficit correction 
has not been the focused attention of 
the government but instead the govern-

ment has introduced one deficit concept 
called Effective Revenue Deficit(ERD) 
.ERD is an adjusted revenue deficit con-
cept and is defined as revenue deficit 
minus capital grants to states. It has been 
argued that the capital grants are shown   
in the revenue accounts of the central 
government but are meant for capital 
expenditure of state governments so 
these are by nature capital expenditure 
and should be netted out. This argument 
has flaws. Since grants are revenue re-
ceipts of the state governments the cor-
responding end use of these funds is not 
direct and also not purpose specific. The 
government in the medium term should 

focus on elimination of revenue deficit. 
The key to successful fiscal consolida-
tion i.e. elimination of revenue deficit 
is to enhance tax –GDP ratio. Currently, 

the tax –GDP ratio is around 10 percent 
of GDP. Over the years this ratio needs 
to be increased to 12- 13 per cent. 

To achieve this, the medium term the 
government may consider a system of 
presumptive tax for the small traders and 
business firms who are earning above 
the current taxable income but not pay-
ing any tax. For level playing field with 
salaried class, it is appropriate that they 
should be taxed. Secondly, the rich 
class should pay higher tax in the inter-
est of inclusive growth. The income tax 
rate should be also increased to 35- 40 
per cent for income above 50 lakks for  
annum.

3.2 reliance on  surcharge

The reliance on surcharge is a clever 
move as all the resource garnered on 
account of this will not be shared  with 
the state government. However, any sur-
charge on the super rich in a federal set 
up is not appropriate  as the revenue is 
not shared with the state governments 
Furthermore, this is a onetime revenue 
mobilization event. These ad hoc mea-
sures are not sustainable to keep the fis-
cal consolidation in track.

3.3  Service Tax: a growing revenue 
Source

Over the years, service tax has been the 
growing source of revenue for the gov-
ernment (Table 3.3) 

In the above context it is important to 
note that even though the service tax has 
helped the government to mobilize more  
tax revenues, it has , however,  resulted 
a regressive tax system for India with the 
share of indirect tax is budgeted higher 
at 45. 7 per cent in 2013-14 (Chart 1). 

4.concluSIon 

The budget has relied on optimistic rev-
enue buoyancy with no emphasis on 
increase in tax base. The nominal GDP 
growth of 13.4 per cent oin rough calcu-
lation will translate in to around 6- 6,5 
per cent real growth. The track record 
of  tax buoyancy and tax –GDP ratio 
was good during the period 2003-04 – 
2007-08 as this period was marked by 
real GDP of around 8.8 per cent.  With 
a lower growth scenario in 2013-14 it 
is difficult to keep the budgeted growth 
rate of 19.1 per cent.

It is important therefore to focus  in the 
medium term more on enhancement of 
tax base.                                              
__________________________________

Dr. R.K. Pattnaik is Professor   and Ms. 
Shalaka Singh is MBA( Finance) student 
at S.P. Jain Institute of Management and 
Research.

ranjitkpattnaik@gmail.com

Table 3.3 : Service Tax: a growing revenue Source

Year Tax rate in percent revenue (Inr crore) growth over previous 
year in per cent

2004-5 10 14,200 80

2005-6 10 23,055 62.4

2006-7 12 37,598 63.1

2007-8 12  51,301 36.4

2008-9 12 60,941 18.8

2009-10 10 58,422 -4.1

2010-11 10 71,016 21.6

2011-12 12 97,579 37.4

2012-13(rE) 12 132,697 35.99

2013-14(BE) 12 180,141 35.75
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Union Budget 2013-14 &  
Infrastructure Development

Has Budget made any meaningful 
difference to the creaky Indian  

Infrastructure?

Ms. Kiran Nanda

Indian Infrastructure is vast and complex. 
If Budget is looked at giving something 
big bang for boosting infrastructure, then 
this Budget has failed miserably. But if it is 
expected to give a directional approach, 
which should be the main purpose of 
an annual Budgetary exercise, then this 
Budget has, indeed, been brilliant.

In India, unlike abroad, Indian Budget is 
considered as the most important official 
policy document. This Budget has given 
clear signal that Infrastructure will be a 
priority area of action by this Govt. It has 
provided for a number of well-meaning 
proposals across a number of aspects of 
infrastructure. 

Indian economy story is still unfolding 
and evolving. At present, the economic 
space is constrained because of a high 
fiscal deficit; dependence on foreign 
inflows to finance the current account 
deficit; lower savings and lower 
investment etc. One of the factors 
responsible for the present record high 
CAD, is the excessive volume of coal 
imports. For ‘Doing business in India’ in 
an easy, friendly and mutually beneficial 
way, a cost effective and reliable 
infrastructure has become absolutely 
essential. All these point out that in the 
area of Infrastructure and increasing 
globalisation, a long ardous road for 
ushering in quality infrastructure still lies 
ahead. This situation becomes all the 
more challenging when the 12th Five 

Year Plan aims at 8-9 percent real GDP 
of inclusive and sustainable economic 
growth (at present 4.8-5.5 percent) and 
our exports and imports amounting to 43 
percent of GDP.

Further, while every sector can absorb 
new investment, it is the infrastructure 
sector that needs large volumes of 
investment. The 12th Plan projects 
an investment of USD 1 trillion or ` 
55,00,000 crore in infrastructure. The 
private sector will share 47 percent of the 
investment. For this, new and innovative 
instruments to mobilise funds of this 
order of investment are needed.

Budget 2013-14 is based on a nominal 
growth of 13 percent Real GDP, with 
6.5 percent Real GDP and 6.5 percent 
inflation. Budget has listed three 
challenges before the economy at the 
outset—Reviving high growth from the 
current trough (not a novelty or beyond 
India’s capacity); Fiscal Consolidation 
and keeping Inflation low. For meeting 
all these challenges, infrastructure 
development is the most essential. 
Traditional solutions are not going to 
work. Innovative cost-effective measures 
coupled with technology based on out 
of the box thinking are required. For 
achieving the required infrastructure 
apart from planning proactively rather 
than reactively, a close co-coordination 
between financial including banking 
and fiscal policies is required. 

Budget proposals on  
Infrastructure 

• Huge incentives and kickstarts 
provided to Roads-- To constitute 
a regulatory authority for the road 
sector; Bottlenecks stalling road 
projects to be addressed and 3,000 
kms of road projects in Gujarat, 
Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, 
Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh to be 
awarded in the first six months of 
2013-14.

• drinking Water: Higher allocation for 
Clean drinking water and sanitation 
and for water purification plants. 
The water sector has a number of 
beneficial externalities.

• An increase of 46 percent allocated 
for Rural Development. Corpus of 
NABARD raised with respect to 
Rural Infrastructure Development 
Fund (RIDF) to finance construction 
of warehouses, godowns, silos and 
cold storage units designed to store 
agricultural produce, both in the 
public and the private sectors. 

• Increase allocation for Jawaharlal 
Nehru Urban Renewal Mission 
(JNNURM).

• farmer producer organizations 
(FPO), including Farmer Producer 
Companies (FPC), which have 
emerged as aggregators of farm 
produce and link farmers directly to 
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markets, are provided with matching 
equity grants to registered FPOs upto 
a ceiling to enable them to leverage 
working capital from financial 
institutions. 

• Infrastructure debt funds (IDF) to be 
encouraged (4 IDFs registered with 
SEBI so far and 2 of them launched in 
February, 2013) for providing long-
term low-cost debt for infrastructure 
projects. 

• India Infrastructure finance 
corporation ltd (IIFCL), in partnership 
with the Asian Development Bank, 
to offer credit enhancement to 
infrastructure companies that wish to 
access the bond market to tap long 
term funds. 

• Infrastructure oriented financial 
institutions to issue Infrastructure tax 
free bonds in 2013-14, strictly based 
on need and capacity to raise money 
in the market, upto a total sum of 
`50,000 crore.

• angel investors bring both experience 
and capital to new ventures. SEBI 
will prescribe requirements for angel 
investor pools by which they can be 
recognised as Category I AIF venture 
capital funds.

• Allowed FIIs to participate in 
exchange traded current derivatives, 
using their investments in corporate 
bonds and government securities 
as collateral to meet their margin 
requirements. The list of eligible 
securities for pension and provident 
fund is expanded to include ETFs, 
Debt Mutual Funds & Asset-backed 
Securities.

• To enhance with the help of 
Multilateral Development Institutions 
assistance in efforts to promote 
regional connectivity especially to 
East. 

• cabinet committee Investment 
set up to monitor investment 
proposals as well as projects under 
implementation, including stalled 
projects, and guide decision-

making in order to remove 
bottlenecks and quicken the pace of 
implementation.

•  To attract new investment and 
to quicken the implementation of 
projects, an investment allowance 
for new high value investments 
proposed. A company investing ̀ 100 
crore or more in plant and machinery 
during the period 1.4.2013 to 
31.3.2015 will be entitled to deduct 
an investment allowance of 15 
percent of the investment. This will 
be in addition to the current rates 
of depreciation. This will lead to 
enormous spill-over benefits to small 
and medium enterprises. 

• Industrial corridors: Like the 
successful Delhi Mumbai Industrial 
Corridor (DMIC) project, plans for 
seven new cities finalised and work 
on two new smart industrial cities 
at Dholera, Gujarat and Shendra 
Bidkin, Maharashtra to start during 
2013-14. Finance for these assured. 

• ports: Two new major ports will be 
established in Sagar, West Bengal 
and in Andhra Pradesh to add 
100 million tonnes of capacity. In 
addition, a new outer harbour will 
be developed in the VOC port at 
Thoothukkudi, Tamil Nadu through 
PPP at an estimated cost of `7,500 
crore. When completed, this will 
add 42 million tonnes of capacity. 

• national Waterways: Five inland 
waterways declared as national 
waterways. Lakhipur – Bhanga 
stretch of river Barak in Assam to 
be declared as the sixth national 
waterway. Preparatory work is 
underway to build a grid connecting 
waterways, roads and ports. 12th Plan 
has an adequate outlay for capital 
works, including dredging, on the 
national waterways. The objective is 
to choose barge operators, through 
competitive bidding, to transport bulk 
cargo on the national waterways. 

• oil and gas: Oil and gas exploration 

policy to be reviewed to move from 
profit sharing to revenue sharing 
contracts. A policy to encourage 
exploration and production of shale 
gas will be announced. The natural 
gas pricing policy will be reviewed 
and uncertainties regarding pricing 
will be removed.

• coal: Despite abundant coal 
reserves, India continues to import 
large volumes of coal. It is estimated 
that imports will rise to 185 million 
tonnes in 2016-17. If the coal 
requirements of the existing power 
plants and the power plants that will 
come into operation by 31.3.2015 
are taken into account, there is no 
alternative except to import coal 
and adopt a policy of blending 
and pooled pricing. In the medium 
to long term, we must reduce our 
dependence on imported coal. One 
of the ways forward is to devise a 
PPP policy framework, with Coal 
India Limited as one of the partners, 
in order to increase the production of 
coal for supply to power producers 
and other consumers. 

• power: Government has approved a 
scheme for the financial restructuring 
of DISCOMS to restore the health of 
the power sector State Governments 
to prepare the financial restructuring 
plans, sign the MOU, and take 
advantage of the scheme.

economic survey has also recommended 
some useful policies both general and 
sector specific for boosting Infrastructure. 
It sums up this by saying, “from a 
macroeconomic perspective, a high 
level of investment in the infrastructure 
sector is essential for the overall 
revival of investment climate which 
may finally lead to sustainable growth. 
However, in the current macroeconomic 
environment, to achieve this objective, 
there is need to address sector-specific 
issues over the medium to long term 
horizon in India.” 

It further states on PPPs that “Govt. is 
promoting PPPs as an effective tool 
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for bringing private-sector efficiencies 
in creation of economic and social 
infrastructure assets and delivery of 
quality public”. Also, “PPPs work well 
when they combine the efficiency and 
risk assessment of the private sector with 
the public purpose of the govt. sector. 
They work poorly when they rely on 
the efficiency and risk assessment of 
the govt. sector and the public purpose 
of the private sector. India should be 
careful not to undertake PPPs that do 
not apportion risks and responsibilities 
sensibly.”

crItIcalIty of qualIty 
Infrastructure 
development to push 
IndIan economIc 
groWth 

India's infrastructure is bursting at 
the seams, unable to cope with the 
pressure from the growing economy. 
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is 

likely to grow by 5 to 5.5 per cent and 
economic slowdown shows no sign of 
halting. Spurring infrastructure growth 
will facilitate creation of jobs, result 
in higher economic growth and fuel 
entrepreneurship.

With respect to the 10th, 11th and 12th 
Five Year Plans, government has taken a 
conscious decision to involve the private 
sector in infrastructure development 
nationwide as shown in Chart below. 
However, government hit by a slew 
of scams and suffering from a policy 
paralysis and red-tapism, has somehow 
not been able to calibrate its policies 
to the changing needs to build a sound 
infrastructure. This has caused the sector 
to grow in a haphazard manner.

Factors hampering infrastructure growth 
are lack of a holistic policy direction, 
absence of proper regulatory mechanism 
and lack of proper financing instruments 
especially long term finance to facilitate 
smooth operations for stakeholders. As 

the country has embarked on the 12th 
Five Year Plan (2012-17), intending 
to spend around $1 trillion, industry 
players reckoned that the Union 
budget 2013-14 should rather focus on 
holistic development of industry and its 
infrastructure requirements rather than 
on a piecemeal approach as in the past.

According to Mr Pradeep Mehta, 
secretary-general, CUTS: “Unless the 
regulatory architecture is improved, 
high growth in the infrastructure 
sector will be difficult. The Planning 
Commission has developed a piece of 
legislation to improve the functioning 
of our infrastructure regulators, but it is 
not moving at all, owing to turf wars and 
inertia.”

some suggestIons/
comments

• Measures on Drinking Water and 
Water Purification has implications 
for creating Water market and also 

Electricity (including renewable energy) 2.75 6.67 6.18 93 6.90 15.02

Roads and bridges 1.53 3.14 3.62 115.2 4.53 9.69

Telecommunications 1.45 2.58 3.09 120 3.85 9.44

Railways (including MRTS) 1.03 2.62 1.95 75 2.01 5.22

Mass rapid transit systems (MRTS) - - - - 0.42 1.24

Irrigation (including watersheds) 1.21 2.53 1.96 77.3 2.43 5.04

Water supply and sanitation 0.61 1.44 0.97 68 1.21 2.55

Ports (including inland water ways) 0.22 0.88 0.36 40.4 0.45 1.98

Airports 0.07 0.31 0.29 95 0.36 0.88

Storage 0.06 0.22 0.14 63 0.18 0.58

Oil and gas pipelines 0.23 0.17 0.51 301 0.63 1.49

Renewable energy - - - - 0.89 3.19

Grand total (~ lakh crore) 9.16 20.56 19.08 93 23.86 56.32

Grand total ($ billion) 229 514 477 93 477 1,126

Investment as % of GDP 5.01 7.6 7.2 - 7.1 8.3

Share of states in total 36% 33% 29% - 29% 23%

Share of private capital 22% 30% 37% - 37% 48%

Investments In Infrastructure: a comparIson of the tenth, eleventh and tWelfth plans

sector tenth plan  eleventh plan  twelfth plan
 (2002-07)  (2007-12)  (2012-17)

 actual* projected* achieved* %  achievement  projection**
    achievement at current
     prices**

source: planning commission – 12th plan document
*~ lakh crore at 2006-07 prices; **~ lakh crore at current prices (~40= $1); @@~50 = $1      
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for creating a CSR market (where 
corporate are looking for partnerships 
with government funds and public for 
providing access to Clean drinking 
water).

• The permission to raise tax free infra 
bonds to select institutions are likely 
to ease the pressure from PSU banks 
which have already supported the 
infrastructure sector in a dedicated 
fashion. 

• A regulator for roads construction is 
welcome and will be favourable for 
all stakeholders including banks. It 
will enable infra companies to repay 
their debt to banks right in time. A lot 
of projects would now see fast-paced 
executions. 

• Another plus point of this Budget is 
the emphasis on inland waterways. 
Hope it is implemented fast and 
adequately. Oil imports could be 
curbed substantially if this is given 
priority.

• According to a former Director of 
Town Planning, “At the same time 
we must also consider that we do 
not have good agencies to carry out 
the implementation of our plans. We 
will have to think about capacity 
building to undertake this gigantic 
task”.

• According to a practicing Advocate, 
“In my experience awards of projects 
are getting distorted due to poor 
planning and subsequent oversight 
leading to the appalling quality of 
new infra being built.”

• Finance Minister in the beginning 
made the right noises when he said 
that: “Investment is an act of faith” 
and that “clarity in tax laws, a stable 
tax regime, a non-adversarial tax 
administration, a fair mechanism 
for dispute resolution, and an 
independent judiciary will provide 
great assurance”. These words, 
however, were soon rendered 
rhetoric.

• Mr S L Rao notes: “Let us not forget 

poor management, poor drafting 
of contracts, poor supervision, 
deliberate loopholes to enable 
discretionary decisions. There is 
little continuous monitoring of 
execution and quality. There is no 
attempt to ensure that quotations for 
infrastructure contracts are viable 
and not made merely to acquire 
contracts that are then touted for 
raising funds in the market. Contracts 
are poorly drafted, sometimes 
deliberately. Inspectors where they 
exist and work, are buyable and 
pass sub-standard work and approve 
delays. We must have price floors 
for contracts and ensure that CAG 
and other agencies understand that 
they are needed if we are to avoid 
the many abandonment of contracts 
that have taken place in the last few 
years.” 

• On Environment and Ecology- 
Sunita Narain says: “Just words, 
no action. The FM wants credit for 
acting on environment, but does the 
wrong things……The mool mantra 
of Budget 2013 is inclusive and 
sustainable development. But, as far 
as the environment is concerned, 
there is no substance in the Budget 
that tells us how the direction of 
growth will be environmentally 
sound. Instead, the finance minister 
talks about the Cabinet Committee 
on Investment, which has been set 
up to fast-track clearances. There is 
no indication in his speech that this 
drive for investment will be cognisant 
of the needs for sustainability and 
will strengthen, not weaken, the 
regulatory system that governs green 
clearances.”

 Sunita Narain’s Centre for Science 
and Environment had proposed that 
India should consider setting up 
a competitor to the Export-Import 
Bank of the US, which provides 
low-interest loans, but mandates 
imports of solar equipment. There is 
a glimmer of this idea in the finance 
minister's Budget speech, when he 

says the government will provide 
low-interest-bearing funds from 
the National Clean Energy Fund to 
lend for viable renewable energy 
projects.

• A holistic and cost effective approach 
to infrastructure development is 
absolutely essential. For example in 
case of water projects, Mr Sameer 
Unhale- Officer on Special Duty-
JNNURM State Level Nodal Agency, 
MMRDA, Maharashtra has the 
following to say-- 

 “Project oriented approach does 
not always take an integrated and 
holistic view of the urban sector. This 
approach fragments the viewing of 
the water sector. Water management 
is "everyone's responsibility" and 
requires holistic perspective for 
arriving at meaningful solutions. 

 Similarly, the citizens’ perceptions 
on water service does not get 
factored in the conceptualization of 
the project. It is said customer is king. 
But, citizen is still an applicant in the 
economic history encompassing a 
period of last over six decades since 
the start of the 1st FYP in 2051. 
What is conspicuously absent is an 
interface of management with final 
users of water”.

In conclusion, I would agree with Mr 
Vinayak Chatterjee when he says “The 
12th Plan document, like all other 
Plans, is soaked in numbers. But an 
investment-led growth revival, driven 
by infrastructure, is not simply about 
projecting a set of numbers, and hoping 
and praying they will happen. The mantra 
of the 12th Plan, “faster, sustainable, and 
more inclusive growth”, requires crucial 
interventions towards creating the right 
ecosystem to achieve the Rs 56.32 lakh 
crore infra investment target.”  +

__________________________________

The author is Corporate Economics & 
Sustainability Analyst; Former Director-
IMC-ERTF 
kironnanda@gmail.com
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Highlights :
•	 Tax	Collection	And	Responsibilities	 
Thereafter:

•	 Taxing	the	rich
•	 Real	issues

V.T. Pai

TAx	ColleCTion	And	Re-
sponsibiliTies	TheReAfTeR:

The following graph shows the quick 
movement of Sensex in response to 
announcement by the Finance Minis-
ter.  Even the proposal brings in more 
money to Government.   The critical is-
sue is around the compliance in order to 
ensure higher collection, better compli-
ance is a must.  There should be a proper 
mechanism to check the tax evasion and 
not just the collection.  The tax payer 
need to know for what purpose Gov-
ernment is using the money.  There is a 
need to be accountability and assurance 
that the tax collected is utilized for right 
purpose.

1. 11.05 am – Focus on achieving high 
growth level compared with 11th 
Plan annual average of 8%.

2. 11.15 am – Budget expenditure tar-
get for FY14 announced at Rs.16.65 
trillion, plan expenditure around Rs. 
5.5 trillion.

3. 11.35 am – Tax-free bonds for FY14 
upto Rs. 50,000 crore from specified 
entities.

4. 11.40 am – RGESS minimum income 
threshold increased to Rs.12 lakh 
and benefit allowed for 3 successive 
years.  For home loans amount up 

to Rs.25 lakh, additional interest de-
duction of  Rs. 1 lakh for first – time 
buyers.

5. 11.50 am – Women – only bank to 
be set up.

6. 11.55 am – Banks can be insurance 
brokers across the country to in-
crease reach of insurance.  Bank KYC 
to suffice for insurance.

7. 12.00 pm – KYC norms for foreign 
investors to be rationalized.

8. 12.10 pm – Dedicated debt segment 
on exchanges to facilitate transac-
tions from institutions and banks.

9. 12.15 pm – FY13 fiscal deficit at 
5.2%, FY14 estimate at 4.8%.  FY13 
revenue deficit at 3.9% and FY14 es-
timate at 3.3%.

10. 12.25 pm – Tax break of Rs.2,000, 
for taxpayers with total income up to 

Rs.5 lakh.  10% surcharge on people 
with taxable income above Rs. 1 
crore.

11. 12.30 pm – TDS of 1% on transfer 
of immovable property worthy at 
least Rs.50 lakh.  STT lowered to 
0.01% on equity futures and MF 
redemptions to 0.001%.  CIT on 
non-agri commodities at 0.01% in-
troduced.

12. 12.45 pm – Duty on imported mo-
tor vehicles, bikes and yatches in-
creased.  Excise on SUVs increased 
to 30% and on cigarettes and similar 
products by 18%.  On mobiles cost-
ing more than Rs. 2,000, duty raised 
to 6%.

In order to generate more tax rev-
enue, the Union Budget has decided 
to increase the tax liability of the rich 
by levying a surcharge of 10% on tax-

Banking and Finance
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able income that exceeds Rs.1 crore. 
This one-time surcharge, which is ap-
plicable only for the assessment year 
2014-2015, will be in addition to the 
education cess of 3% that is paid on  
total income-tax. 

TAxing	The	RiCh	

“The impact of surcharge will be con-
tained by marginal relief. This means 
that the surcharge can’t be in excess 
of the income that exceeds Rs.1 crore. 
So if a person has a taxable income of 
Rs.1,00,00,010, his total tax liability 
will not increase by Rs.2.9 lakh but by 
Rs.10,” says Nikhil Bhatia, executive di-
rector, Pricewaterhouse Coopers.

For instance, taxable income of Rs.1 
crore will have a tax liability of about 
Rs.29.15 lakh. However, a person who 
earns say Rs.10,000 more will come 
under the surcharge net. Applying the 
same calculation, his total tax liability 
will come to around Rs.32 lakh, which 
is almost Rs.3 lakh more. Marginal relief 
here limits his additional tax liability to 
Rs.10,000 since his income in excess of 
Rs.1 crore is Rs.10,000. Hence, his to-
tal tax liability will actually be more by 
about Rs.10,000 to about Rs.29.25 lakh. 

An additional surcharge of 10% is likely 
to impact only about 42,800 taxpayers, 
who are currently earning an annual in-
come above Rs.1 crore. 

ReAl	issues	

Even as this move will give more mon-
ey to the government, the real issue is 
around compliance. “In order to increase 
revenue, we need to ensure that there 
is better compliance. Many taxpayers 
evade taxes and there should be a prop-
er mechanism to check tax evasion. We 
need to ensure proper tax compliance to 
see an increase in tax revenue. Increase 
in surcharge can at best be a temporary 
measure”. 

And not just compliance, even the im-
pact of taxes should be visible. “Paying 

tax hurts when you don’t know for what 
the government is using that money. 
There is no accountability. There needs 
to be an assurance that the tax is collect-
ed for the right purpose,”  +

__________________________________

The Author is Director-Finance,
MEDC
vtpai@medcindia.com
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Relevant Excerpts from  
Economic Survey 2012-13 
“State of the Economy and 

Prospects’

MEDC Research Team

While India’s recent slowdown is partly 
rooted in external causes, domestic 
causes are also important. The strong 
post-financial-crisis stimulus led to 
stronger growth in 2009-10 and 2010-
11. However, the boost to consumption, 
coupled with supply side constraints, led 
to higher inflation. Monetary policy was 
tightened, even as external headwinds 
to growth increased. The consequent 
slowdown, especially in 2012-13, has 
been across the board, with no sector of 
the economy unaffected. Falling savings 
without a commensurate fall in aggregate 
investment have led to a widening current 
account deficit (CAD). Wholesale price 
index (WPI) inflation has been coming 
down in recent months. However, 
food inflation, after a brief slowdown, 
continues to be higher than overall 
inflation. Given the higher weightage 
to food in consumer price indices (CPI), 
CPI inflation has remained close to 
double digits. Another consequence 
of the slowdown has been lower-than-
targeted tax and non-tax revenues. With 
the subsidies bill, particularly that of 
petroleum products, increasing the danger 
that fiscal targets would be breached 
substantially became very real in the 
current year. The situation warranted 
urgent steps to reduce government 
spending so as to contain inflation. Also 
required were steps to facilitate corporate 

and infrastructure investment so as to ease 
supply. Several measures announced 
in recent months are aimed at restoring 
the fiscal health of the government and 
shrinking the CAD as also improving the 
growth rate. With the global economy 
also likely to recover somewhat in 2013, 
these measures should help in improving 
the Indian economy’s outlook for  
2013-14.

The economic survey highlights several 
important features of macro-economy 
(including savings, investment, 
production, exports etc), fiscal scenario 
and prices. It covers evaluation of short 
term and medium term prospects   at 
the macro as well as sector-specific 
areas. There are separate chapters with 
exclusive focus on agriculture and food 
management, industry and infrastructure, 
service sector, financial intermediation, 
human development, sustainable 
development and climate change. 

Some of the major highlights for 
Economic survey 2012-13:

• India is likely to grow between 6.1-
6.7% in 2013-14 

• WPI inflation may decline to 6.2-6.6 
percent in March which could create 
more room for policy rate cuts by the 
RBI, going ahead

• Widening trade and current account 
deficits are matters of concern. This 
calls for measures to curb gold 
imports and cuts in other areas of 
current account deficits

• India likely to meet fiscal deficit target 
of 5.3% GDP in 2012/13 (the budget 
has shown further improvement in 
fiscal deficit/GDP  ratio 5.2%), despite 
significant shortfall in revenues

• FDI in retail to surface a way for  
investment in technology

• Need to address the oil subsidy 
which is a key to fiscal risk

• Direct benefit transfer scheme to be 
rolled out throughout the country

• Lower interest rates to give boost to 
investments

• Non-food non-manufacturing  
inflation would remain high

• Industrial output seen growing 
around 3% in 2012/13

• To achieve greater inclusive 
development, the share of Central 
Govt. expenditure (Plan and Non-
Plan) on Social Service and Rural 
Development increased from 14.8% 
in 2007-08 to 17.4% in 2012-13(BE) 
2007-08 to 25.1% in 2012-13

• Industrial development initiatives 
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under DMIC project presently 
cover eight industrial cities that are  
proposed to be developed along the 
railway corridor

• A number of legislative steps have 
also been taken to secure the rights 
of people, like the RTI, MGNREGA, 
the Forest Rights Act, and the Right 
to Education

• Overall employment increased by 
69.4mn in June 2012

• The expenditure on education in-
creased from 43.9 per cent in 2007-
08 to 46.6 per cent in 2012-13 (BE)

• The expenditure on Health declined 
from 21.5 per cent to 19.2 per cent

• Delays in environment clearances 
needs to be addressed on a fast-track 
basis for achieving coal production 
target of 795 MT during the current 
five year plan (2012-17)

Due to global financial crisis in 2008-
09, the Indian economy reacted strongly 
to fiscal and monetary stimulus and 
achieved a growth rate of 8.6% and 
9.3% respectively in 2009-10 and 
2010-11. However, economy showed 
signs of inflationary tendencies, the RBI 
started raising policy rates which had 
an adverse impact on investment and 
finally on growth rate. The growth rate 
slowed to 6.2% and 5% respectively. 
The compound annual growth rate 
for gross domestic product at factor 
cost, over the decade ending 2012-13 
is 7.9%. The moderation in growth is 
primarily attributable to weakness in 
industry (comprising the mining and 
quarrying, manufacturing, electricity, 
gas and water supply, and construction 
sectors) with a growth rate of only 3.5 
per cent and 3.1 per cent in 2011-12 
and 2012-13 respectively. Growth rate 
in manufacturing sector was lower at 2.7 
per cent and 1.9 per cent for these two 
years and agriculture sector also grew 
weakly. These figures are illustrated in 
table 1. 

Despite of recovering from global 
financial crisis, the economy slowed 
down rapidly due to number of factors:

First, due to private final consumption 
expenditure that accounts for about 
three-fifths of GDP at market prices. An 
increase in people’s disposable income 
tends to reduce the share of food in total 
consumption. Expectedly, therefore, the 
growth rate of expenditure on the food, 
beverages, and tobacco group is lower 
than that of total private final consumption 
expenditure, resulting in a reduction 
in its share from 40 per cent in 2004-
05 to 31.2 per cent in 2011-12. In the 
current year, private final consumption 
expenditure has slowed considerably, 
from 8 per cent in 2011-12 to 4.1 per 
cent in 2012-13. Secondly, the growth 
rate of the economy since 2003-04 has 
been strongly correlated with investment 
rate. The investment rate averaged 34.5 
per cent in 2003-04 and 2011-12, much 
higher rate than before. Third, growth in 
net exports can be an important source 
of demand. Unfortunately for India, net 
exports growth has been low because of 
global weakness. Due to weak growth 
in trading partner countries, Indian 
exports also declined but Imports did 
not decline as much in percentage point 
terms. Inelastic oil imports, gold imports 
resulted in trade deficit 10.8 per cent 
of GDP in H1 of 2012-13 compared to 
9.9 per cent of GDP in H1 of 2011-12. 
With investment, consumption, and net 
exports all slowing in 2012-13, only an 
increase in government spending could 
hold up economic growth. But the 
government deficit had already shot up 
as a result of past expansionary policy to 
pull India out of the post global financial 
crisis slump. 

With growth in GDP recovering sharply 
in 2010-11, the fiscal deficit of the centre 
declined to 4.8 per cent of GDP. A large 
part of this was on account of the growth 
in nominal GDP in excess of 20 per cent. 
The dynamic nature of the relationship 
between macroeconomic outcome and 

the fiscal outcome was apparently due to 
slowdown in industrial output which led 
to a slowdown in overall GDP growth 
affecting tax revenues, particularly 
corporate income tax so far most buoyant 
source; the persistence of inflation that 
necessitated a tight monetary policy 
stance to rein in demand also dampened 
investment; subdued financial markets 
that hampered the planned disinvestment 
programme, resulting in slippage over 
Budget Estimates (BE); and continued 
high levels of global prices of crude 
oil and fertilizers with inadequate pass 
through to domestic consumption led 
to higher-than-budgeted subsidy outgo. 
Thus, the slippage in fiscal deficit in 
2011-12 resulted from slippage of 35 
per cent in revenue receipts, 23 per cent 
in disinvestment receipts and recovery 
of loans, and 42 per cent in expenditure 
outgo. Large fiscal deficits may imply 
lower public savings, lower domestic 
savings, and given a level of investment, 
larger CADs. Though private savings 
can increase to make up the shortfall in 
public savings but unfortunately private 
savings have declined sharply after 
2009-10, compounding the decline in 
public savings.

The savings rate (gross domestic savings 
as percentage of gross domestic product 
reached an eight-year low of 30.8 per 
cent in 2011-12.Savings come from 
three sources, viz. households, the 
private corporate sector, and the public 
sector. The household sector accounted 
a declining share with an average of 
70.1 per cent of total savings while that 
of private corporate sector accounted 
an increasing share of 23.2 per cent 
and that of public sector accounted a 
progressive decline as a ratio of total 
savings averaged 6.7 per cent. Financial 
savings accounted for around 36 per 
cent in 2011-12

Other important consequences of 
macroeconomic imbalances are:

Prices: Headline WPI inflation remained 
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relatively sticky around 7 to 8 per cent 
in the current financial year. Rising 
food inflation has also widened the gap 
between inflation measured in terms 
of CPIs and WPI to 3.91 percentage 
points in December 2012 from 1.55 
percentage points in May 2012. From 
the government’s perspective, a major 
contribution to the fight against inflation 
will be to reduce the fiscal impetus to 
demand. Also a focus on incentivizing 
food production through measures other 
than price supports, while facilitating 
storage and distribution, can help 
contain food inflation, which is hard 
for the RBI to control. Policy on price 
and procurement supports should be 
calibrated so as to not encourage more 
production of crops that are already 
abundantly supplied. Other measures 
are to increase investment more broadly 
and therefore supply, can also help over 
the medium term. 

The balance of payments: The CAD in 
the first half of 2012-13 has been 4.6 per 

cent of GDP. Available indications do not 
seem to suggest any improvement in the 
current account balance in the second half. 
There is a case for discouraging imports 
of commodities like gold and making 
efforts to raise exports. With net exports 
declining, India’s balance of payments 
(BoP) has come under pressure. 

The eight core infrastructure industries 
registered a growth of 3.3 per cent 
during April-December 2012 compared 
to 4.8 per cent during the same period 
of the previous year. Service sector 
has clearly outgrown both the industry 
and agriculture sectors. In 2011- 12 
and 2012-13, in tune with the general 
moderation in the economy, the growth 
rate of the services sector also declined. 
Service sector contributed 65% to the 
overall growth of the economy, while 
that of industry and agriculture sector 
has been 27% and 8% respectively 

Expenditure on social services has 
increased in recent years reflecting higher 

priority to this sector. As a proportion 
of GDP, expenditure on social services 
increased from 5.9 per cent in 2007-08 
to 6.8 per cent in 2010-11 and further to 
7.1 per cent in 2012-13(BE). 

The strong post-financial-crisis fiscal 
and monetary stimulus in India led to 
spectacular growth in the immediate 
aftermath of the crisis. But with corporate 
and infrastructural investment not keeping 
pace, and food production constrained, 
the boost to consumption eventually led 
to higher inflation. And falling savings, 
partly as a result of government spending 
and partly as a result of high inflation, 
have led to a widening CAD. Monetary 
policy has been tightened, even as global 
headwinds to growth have increased. 
India has been caught in a vicious circle 
of falling growth and stimulus withdrawal 
that could well exacerbate the decline. 
Of some concern is India’s increased 
dependence on foreign borrowing even 
as growth has slowed.  +

na: not available.
1R: 1st Revised Estimates, 2R: 2nd Revised Estimates, AE: Advance Estimates.
a) Second advance estimates., b) The Index of Industrial Production has been revised since 2005-06 on base (2004-05=100).,   
c) April-December 2012.,         d) 2012-13 (April-January)., e) CAB to GDP ratio for 2012-13 is for the period April-September 2012.
f) At end January, 2013.,          g) Average exchange rate for 2012-13 (April 2012- January 2013).
h) Provisional (up to December 28, 2012).,                         i) Fiscal indicators for 2011-12 are based on the provisional actuals (unaudited)., 
j) Budget estimates.,                 k) Census 2011

AppEndix:
Table 1:
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Notes: 1R: First Revised Estimate, 2R: Second Revised Estimate, 3R: Third Revised Estimate, AE: Advance Estimate 
Source: Central Statistics Office (CSO).

Table 1:
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MEDC’s Team Bonding  
Program for 

CIDCO Officials

A two day training program was orga-
nized by Maharashtra Economic Devel-
opment Council (MEDC) on 9th & 10th 
Feb 13, 2013 at Lonavala to strengthen 
the team bonding and the alignment of 
CIDCO Management Team through ex-
periential learning process (Learn with 
Fun). The program was designed to de-
velop team alignment and Integration 
among functional leaders within the or-
ganization. The emphasis was to align 
mindset by imbibing right attitude & ap-
titude to support objectives of CIDCO. 
In all, 26 functional heads of CIDCO, 
with diverse experience and from vari-
ous functions have participated in the 
program.

The training methodology used in the 
program included exercises like - Ice 
Breaker, Presentation, Experiential 
Learning Activities and De-briefing, 
Video Module, Management game 
and Leadership Style Assessment. The 
themes embedded in exercises and de-
briefing sessions are - Ownership, In-
tegrity, Commitment to results, Open 
& Transparent Communication, Trust 
& agility.

News in MEDC

ParticiPant’s Feedback analysis:

scale: excellent (5-4.5), Very Good (4.49-4), Good (3.9-3.5), satisfactory (3.49-3), 
Poor (below 3)

ParticiPant comments:
The participants felt that Team Bonding Workshop was well organized and man-
aged by MEDC. The quality and over all content was of high standard. Participants 
had a great experience at workshop. There was learning, sharing, caring and fel-
lowship!

The participants also commented that the program had impacted on mind & thinking 
level and was very unique & unconventional way of training. Also it helped them in 
understanding the importance of root cause analysis & behavior reflection. 
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cidco team in action:
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Discussion Meeting on “Implications 
of the MCGM Budget 2013-14 for 

Mumbaikars”
13 Feb, 2013

Maharashtra Economic Development 
Council jointly with Yashwantrao Chavan 
Pratishthan and Bombay First organized 
a half-day Seminar on February 13th, 
2013, Y. B Chavan Center, Mumbai to 
discuss the “Implications of the MCGM 
Budget 2013-14 for Mumbaikars”. The 
discussion meeting was attended by the 
Commissioner of Municipal Corporation 
of Greater Mumbai (MCGM) Shri. Sitar-
am Kunte (IAS), and Additional Commis-
sioner Shri. Rajiv Jalota (IAS). 

Dr. Abhay Pethe in his presentation 
“MCGM Budget: Business as usual 
but Good Signals” highlighted several 
complexities and inadequacies of the 
MCGM budget. He made critical evalu-
ation of the budget from the perspec-
tive of common citizens of Mumbai. He 
highlighted the need for improvising 
the budget documents so that they be-
come user friendly. He also suggested 
the urgency of setting up a think-tank or 
research centre (say ‘Mumbai Watch’) 
which could advise the MCGM on poli-
cies and monitor and provide indepen-
dent evaluation of its implementation. 
Serious concerns were expressed about 
lack of absorptive capacity as manifest-
ing in actual spending on Public goods 
being lower than budget estimates. 
Several well-meaning suggestions have 
been made to improve the system of 
budget making and presentation of 
documents with a view to make them 
transparent and user-friendly. Dr. Pethe 
in his presentation was concerned that 
Mumbai’s status as “prima donna” is 
under serious attack. It is losing out 
in terms of investment attractiveness 
to NCR, Bangalore, Hyderabad, and 
Ahmedabad within India. 

Actual spending is often found lower 
than the budget in respect of various pu-
bic goods (civil services) such as Roads, 
Bridges, Traffic operations, Solid waste 
management, Health, Education etc. 
This is indicative of lack of absorptive 
capacity suggesting under utilization of 
resources in the context of chronic inad-
equacies of municipal services, which is 
an area of concern from the perspective 
of Mumbaikars.

Series of important observations were 
made in the panel discussion in partic-
ular by the former Municipal Commis-
sioner Shri. Subodh Kumar IAS (Retd), 
who brought out delays and failures in 
the implementation of various projects.
However, he complimented that there is 
basic continuity and consistency in vari-
ous major developmental programs for 
Mumbai relating to water supply. 

Responding to the deliberations of 
Seminar the Municipal Commissioner 
Shri. Sitaram Kunte, IAS, laid special 
emphasis on various administrative and 
governance reforms especially policy 
related to public procurement and ca-
pacity building. He also stressed the ex-
tensive use of Information Technology 

in the operations of Municipal Corpora-
tion. The Commissioner further elabo-
rated on various development programs 
as part of medium to long term vision 
for Mumbai which includes water sup-
ply being provided 24X7. Department 
of Economics, University of Mumbai 
and Tata Institute of Social Science will 
study trends and feasibility for imple-
mentation of Local Body Tax (LBT) as 
replacement of Octroi. Among various 
other initiatives, he has promised to set 
up a Statistical Cell. The Commissioner 
also stated that the Development Plan 
(2014-2034) will have emphasis on 
Transportation Planning, Environmental 
Planning and Housing. 

Additional Municipal Commissioner 
Shri. Rajiv Jalota, IAS elaborated on the 
rationale for tax reforms especially re-
lated to property tax and replacement of 
Octroi through LBT. He also highlighted 
various programs in the area of augment-
ing civic services, education, health, sol-
id waste management etc. 

The event was well attended by Govt. of-
ficials, Corporates, Bankers, Profession-
als, Institutional leaders, academicians, 
media persons, etc.  +

Event
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Conference on “MSMEs: 
Gearing up to Global  

Competitiveness”
14th Feb 2013, Mumbai
(Summary Proceedings)

Maharashtra Economic Development 
Council (MEDC) in association with 
Government of Maharashtra and Indian 
Education Society (IES) had organized 
3rd National Conference on “Micro, 
Small and Medium Enterprises – Gear-
ing up to Global Competitiveness”. The 
conference was held at IES management 
college and research centre at Mumbai. 

The conference commenced by light-
ing of the lamp by Mr. Arvind Vaidya, 
Chairman, IES; Mrs. Meenal Mohadikar, 
Vice President, MEDC; Cdr. Anil Save 
(MD, Atra Pharmaceuticals Ltd. and Vice 
President, MEDC); Mr. G. M. Ambhore 
(Director, MSME Development Insti-
tute, Government of India); Col. Rajen-
dra Kenjalkar, Head–Operation, Khed 
Economic Infrastructure Pvt. Ltd; Mr. 
Avinash Dalal (Founder President, All 

India MSME Association); Mr. S. V. Patil, 
OSD, Government of Maharashtra; Mr. 
Anil Hatkar, Regional Director MEDC 
(WM) region. 

The inaugural speech was given by Mr. 
Arvind Vaidya and welcome speech by 
Mrs. Meenal Mohadikar, where she stat-
ed the role of MSME in the India’s devel-
opment. She also mentioned some exist-

ing clusters in Maharashtra i.e.: Leather, 
paint, garment, flower, paithani, jaggery, 
Kolhapuri chappels, etc. Cdr. Anil Save 
in his speech mentioned about cluster 
been better for MSMEs as they have 
common security and each individual 
gets one gala. Mr. G. M. Ambhore said 
that MSMEs play most important role 
in the development of our country and 
it is a constantly growing sector that is 
why Contribution of Central and State 
Government is very prominent for new 
entrepreneurs.

According to Col. Rajendra Kenjalkar 
(Head – Operation, Khed Economic In-
frastructure Pvt. Ltd.) creating a hassle-
free environment is the core activity, so 
there are number of large green field 
taking place in India. There are 8-10 
green cities in Delhi-Mumbai industrial 
corridors. It provides efficient infrastruc-
ture to create wealth for the country and 
jobs for people. For Investment in Indus-
trial Sector, policy will be published this 
April and will be continued for next 5 

years.

Khed City Project: This 
Project is located in Khed 
Taluka of Pune District 
and is now known as 
Rajguru Nagar and it 
falls in ‘C’ zone area. It’s 
a largest planned infra-
structure with a project 
size of 4500 hectares 
(Phase I: 1705 hectares). 
Now industrial develop-

Event
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ment is moving towards Nasik, Mumbai, 
Pune, and Aurangabad. Developing this 
city will require water, power, connec-
tivity, IT infrastructure. The Govt. has 
already sanctioned 100 MW power and 
130 MLD water to this project. 

First Business Session on : Cluster De-
velopment - Cluster Development – A 
Road Ahead for Prosperity was headed 
by Mr. G. M. Ambhore Mr. Avinash Da-

lal, President, All India MSME Associa-
tion and Mr. A.V. Koli, Advisor, Jaggery 
cluster, Kolhapur. 

Mr. G.M. Ambore said that earlier clus-
ter development was a new strategy in 
industrial development for the foreign 
countries. Certain countries such as 
France and China had adopted this ap-
proach but 5 to 6 years back Govt of 
India has also adopted cluster develop-
ment approach. Industry clusters such as 
leather industry which is traditionally an 
old cluster, recently due to the modern 
skills this industry has grown well. Many 
clusters in India have been allotted sepa-
rate schemes for cluster development by 
Government of India and Government of 
Maharashtra in the areas of Maharashtra, 
Pune and Nasik.  For this, Rs 50 cr grant 
has been given for auto component in-
dustry and Rs 5 cr grant is been given for 
manufacturing cluster. 

Mr. A.V. Koli from Jaggery cluster said 
that from thousands of farmers 10-15 

farmers’ psychology cannot be changed. 
Jaggery process will be given proposed 
state of different types of promotional 
input where Central Food Technological 
Research Institute (CFTRI) will go and 
explain them the uses of different types 
of technology from Sugarcane juice to 
jaggery. There are also some other items 
which can be produced such as limited 
technological input, quality improve-

ment, packaging intervention and export 
improvement. And their expenses say 
75% or so will be born by government 
for soft intervention (training activities 
like in UP). If its micro cluster then 90% 
of expenditure grant will be given where 
they have to form Special Purpose Ve-
hicle (SPV) jointly where they have to 
decide and then plan the activity. They 
can take help of District Industrial Cen-
tre of Government of Maharashtra who 

are the implementing agency and Ma-
harashtra and Industrial Development 
Corporation (MIDC) and Khadi & village 
industries commission (KVIC) are sup-
porting agency and other things are to 
be coordinated by MSME. According to 
their requirement they need to decide 
and have a meeting regularly. SPV have 
to be formed to do the program and later 
on if they want go for R&D, they need 
to prepare a viable report. For machin-
ery govt will give grants of 20% or 90% 
for micro industries and later on centre 
should be run in viable manner later. If 
the grant is given for dying centre, resin, 
textile naturally the expenditure will be 
less so it will be run in viable manner. 
80% of the industry is in cluster mode. 

Mr. Avinash Dalal, said that in clus-
ter development approach Rs 50 crore 
grants is given for setting up cluster. Sec-
ondly, no need of any Collateral secu-
rity for the loan of Rs 10 Lac for MSME 
Entrepreneurs. For MSME, there is a 
75% cost of credit rating. LLP (Limited 
Liability Partnership) Act given by Gov-
ernment is limited to Rs.45, 000/- SSI 
Ministry and MSME helps consumer 
industry, food processing for cluster de-
velopment. Micro cluster grant is 10 cr 
to the limit of 90% and are also giving 
grant for machinery. MSME have 1000 
of reports available for studying new En-
trepreneurs. 

Second session on ‘Technology and fi-
nance for MSME’ was headed by Prof. 
Parag Mahulikar, Dean, IES, MCRC,  
Mr. Pradeep Joshi, MD, Envergy Proj-
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ects on ‘Tumkey Solutions in Environ-
ment & Energy’, Mr. Gopal Wagh, DBS 
Business Centre, Mr. Chaitanya Pandit, 
Divisional  Manager, SVC Bank are the 
other speakers.

Mr. Chaitnya Pandit of  Shamrao Vithal 
Co-op. Bank Ltd in his presentation said 
that as MSME’s been significant for the 
country’s growth, RBI has made it man-
datory for Bank to lend 20% of total 
incremental credit to MSME registering 
10% annual growth in number of ac-
counts year on year. He figured out that 
in 2011-12, MSME registration doubled 
19% from average of 10% during earlier 
years. Business advances had comprised 
of 88% credit portfolio of which the ex-
posure to MSME sector is around 73%. It 
also focuses on export finance and allied 
activities through dedicated internation-
al banking division. 

Mr. Gopal Wagh from DBS Corporate 
Services Pvt. Ltd offers services like of-
fices, conference room etc to MSME’s.

Mr. Pradeep Joshi, MD & Group Presi-
dent, Envergy Projects Ltd. said that in-
frastructure assistance provided by their 
firm to MSME’s are (1)Facility Planning; 
(2)Financial Support; (3)Technology Sup-
port; (4)Collaborative Project Facility; (5) 
Marketing & Sales.

Third and final Interactive session 
which is the Inter college Competition 

on ‘Branding Clusters in Maharashtra; 
which was conducted by ‘IES Manage-
ment College and Research Centre’ the 
session  was headed by Dr. Dinesh D. 
Harsolekar, Director, IES, MCRC;  the 
other Judges were Mr. Abhay Daftard-
ar, Dy. Director, MSME Institute; Mr. 
Pradeep Dixit, Director, Urja Technic 
India; Mr. Anil Gajake, Ex-President, 
Maharashtra Chamber of Commerce, In-
dustry & Agriculture. 

This session started with some presenta-
tions which were given by management 
students on ‘Branding the MSME clus-
ter’ i.e Winery cluster, Fly ash cluster & 
Shrimp cluster. 

Later there was an interactive session by 
the participants and Mr. Abhay Daftard-
ar and Mr. C.V. Saraf, the officials from 
MSME Development Institute, Mumbai  
In this session several points were raised 
regarding poor and untimely financing 
to MSME. 

The number of participants were 
125  who attended the seminar were 
Government Officials, Industrialists, 
policy-makers, bankers’, management 
students and representatives of press 
& media.

Mr. Suresh Ghorpade, Dy Gen Man-
ager- MEDC in his vote of thanks, spe-
cially mentioned that such Conferences 
will be organized in different regions 
of Maharashtra in the coming financial 
year. +
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